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1 Overview and Reading Aid

1 Overview and Reading Aid
The material in this document is based on the field version, which has been supplemented
with variable names and numerical values. In this generated version of the CAPI question-
naire for parents, the variable names are used, which can also be found in the datafiles. The
field version can be found in the volume ”Startkohorte 1: Neugeborene (SC1), Welle 1, Erhe-
bungsinstrumente (Feldversion)” (only available in German). We recommend to use the pro-
vided SUF version over the field versionwhenworkingwith the data. The status of themetadata
corresponds to version 1.0.0 of the SC1 Scientific Use File (SUF) (doi:10.5157/NEPS:SC1:1.0.0).
Figure 1 describes the possible components of the documented survey.

25001    We'll now move on to your marital status. Are you currently… 

Please read out the responses. For information purposes: registered partnerships only applies to same-sex couples. 

married and live with your spouse, [1]   

married and live apart from your spouse, [2]   

divorced, [3]   

widowed, [4]   

single, [5]   

or do you live in a registered civil partnership? [6]   

Refused [-97]   

Don't know [-98]   

if (25001 = 1) goto 25007 
if (25001 = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, -97, -98) goto 25002 
 
autoif (25001 = 1 & 01112 = 1) 25004 = 2 
autoif (25001 = 1 & 01112 = 2) 25004 = 1 
autoif (25001 = 6 & 01112 = 1) 25004 = 1 
autoif (25001 = 6 & 01112 = 2) 25004 = 2 
autoif (25001 = 1) h_S3SHP_da = 1 
autoif (25001 = 1) 25002 = 1 

Variables 

p731110 Respondent's marital status  pParent 

1. question 
2. question number 

3. instructions 

4. value labels 

5. missing values 

6. output filter 

7. automatic values 

8. variables 

a. variable name b. variable label c. data set 

Figure 1: Reading aid for survey tools

If available, this information includes the following:

1. Questions (bold): Text, which is a) handed out in the form of PAPI or online surveys and
b) read out during CATI or CAPI surveys by an interviewer (sometimes with variations
depending on specific conditions).

2. Question numbers in the survey tool (bold)

3. Instructions (italic, shaded in yellow) are considered as a) guidelines for PAPI or online
surveys and b) instructions for the interviewer for CATI or CAPI surveys, in order to ask
the questions in a correct way and react appropriately to inquiries. These are not read out
by the interviewer.

4. Values labels

5. Missing values (italic)

6. Output filters (italic)
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7. Automatic values (italic): Under certain conditions, these are necessary, e.g. when coding
auxiliary variables.

8. Variables

a) Variable name in SUF-data set (variable names indicated in brackets are not part of the
SUF)

b) Variable label: This is a short form of the description of the item.

c) Data set, in which the variable(s) can be found.

2012 2013

07 08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05 06
Wave 1

Parents ID 138

Figure 2: Survey program of Starting Cohort 1 and ID of the survey instrument in wave 1

Figure 2 gives an overview of the field time of the first main survey. The survey was conducted
between August 2012 and March 2013 via computer-assisted personal interviews with parents
(mainly mothers). In addition, direct measures of the children were recorded.
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2 Parents: CAPI (138)

2 Parents: CAPI (138)

01_Module01_E1_Input module

010000

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 31

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 12

|___|___|___|___|  

Range: 2,012 - 2,013

goto 010011

Variables

inty Interview date: Year Methods

intm Interview date: Month Methods
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01_Module01_E1_Input module

010000

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 31

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 12

|___|___|___|___|  

Range: 2,012 - 2,013

goto 010011

Variables

inty Interview date: Year Methods

intm Interview date: Month Methods
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01110 What is your relationship to <Target child's name>?
Wait for spontaneous answer. If the spontaneous answer is imprecise, questions are asked or no spontaneous 
response is provided: read out categories. 
If "only" mother or father is mentioned, please record as either biological mother or biological father.
Biological mother [1] c

Biological father [2] c

Adoptive mother [3] c

Adoptive father [4] c

Foster mother [5] c

Foster father [6] c

Partner of the father [7] c

Partner of the mother [8] c

Stepmother [9] c

Stepfather [10] c

Other relationship [11] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 010008

Variables

p731701 Respondent's relationship to the target child pParent

01112
Male [1] c

Female [2] c

if (01112 = 1) goto 010009
if (01112 = 2) goto 01117

Variables

p731702 Gender respondent pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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010009
Child's mother is deceased [1] c

Child's mother lives in a different household to the child [2] c

Mother does not speak German well enough [3] c

Mother has been unwell for an extended period of time, so 
probably she will be indisposed even if the survey date is 
postponed [4]

c

Father vehemently insisted on conducting the interview 
himself [5]

c

Other reason [6] c

if (010009 = 6) goto 010010
if (010009 <> 6) goto 01117

Variables

px80217 Interview: reason for an interview with father Methods

010010

!

goto 01117

Variables

px80218_O Interview: other reason for an interview with father (open) Methods

02_Module02_Gen._S34_Target child's sociodemographics

[AUX] Auxiliary variable age target child in days
Age could not be determined due to missing values [-21] c

Variables

p70012d Auxiliary variable age target child in days pParent
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02100 To start with, I'd just like a few details about <Target child's name>: I assume that 
<Target child's name> is a boy / girl. Is that correct?

Boy [1] c

Girls [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 02101

Variables

p700010 Gender target child pParent

02101 When was <Target child's name> born? If you could please tell me the day, month and 
year.

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 31

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

if (h_S3TG2 < 178 OR h_S3TG2 > 181) goto 02115
if (h_S3TG2 >= 178 & h_S3TG2 <= 181) goto 02103

autoif (02101(S3TG2J) = 010000(intj)) h_S3TG2 = (((010000(intm)-1)*30 + 010000(intt)) – 
((02101(S3TG2M) – 1)* 30 + 02101(S3TG2T)))
autoif (010000(intj) - 02101(S3TG2J) = 1) h_S3TG2 = ((365 – ((02101(S3TG2M) – 1)*30 + 02101(S3TG2T))) + 
((010000(intm)-1)*30 + 010000(intt)))
autoif (02101(S3TG2T) = -97, -98 OR 02101(S3TG2M) = -97, -98 OR (02101(S3TG2J) = -97, -98) h_S3TG2 = 
-21

Variables

p70012m Date of birth target child (month) pParent

p70012y Date of birth target child (year) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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02103 Was <Target child's name> born in Germany?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (02103 = 2) goto 02104
if (02103 = 1, -97, -98) goto 02108

Variables

p406000 Country of birth target child, Germany/abroad pParent

p406000_g1 Target child's country of birth (Germany/abroad; edited) pParent

02104 In what country was <Target child's name> born?
[List of countries] [-999] c

Land not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (02104 = -96) goto 02105
if (02104 <> -96) goto 02107

Variables

p406010_g1R Country of birth target child pParent

p406010_g2 Country of birth of target child (categorized) pParent

02107 When did <Target child's name> move to Germany? Please state the month and year.

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

goto 02108

autoif (02104 > 0) h_S4ZG15 = 02104(Label)
autoif (02104 = -96 & (02105 <> -97,-98)) h_S4ZG15 = 02105
autoif (02104 = -96 & (02105 = -97,-98)) h_S4ZG15 = “unbekanntes Land”
autoif (02104 = -97, -98) h_S4ZG15 = “unbekanntes Land”

Variables

p40603m Date of target child's move to Germany (month) pParent

p40603y Date of target child's move to Germany (year) pParent
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02108 What citizenship does <Target child's name> have?
[List of citizenships] [-999] c

Stateless [-20] c

Staatsangehörigkeit not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (02108 = -96) goto 02109
if (02108 = -97, -98, -20) goto 02114Z
if (02108 <> -96, -97, -98, -20) goto 02110

Variables

p407050_g1R Citizenship - target child pParent

p407050_g2 nationality of target child (categorized) pParent

02110 Does <Target child's name> have another citizenship?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (02110 = 1) goto 02111
if (02110 = 2, -97, -98) goto 02114Z

Variables

p407055 Second citizenship, target child, yes/no pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

02111 What is his second nationality?
Condition: if (02100 = 2)

02111 What is her second nationality?
[List of citizenships] [-999] c

Staatsangehörigkeit not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (02111 = -96) goto 02112
if (02111 <> -96) goto 02114Z

Variables

p407060_g1R Second citizenship, target child pParent

p407060_g2 Second nationality of target child (categorized) pParent

03_Module03_Gen._E1_Siblings

030001 How many siblings does <Target child's name> have?
This means all biological and social siblings, so step-siblings, half-siblings or adoptive siblings too. The target 
child himself / herself should not be included in this calculation. If the child has no siblings, please enter "0".

|___|___|  Siblings

Range: 0 - 20

if (030001 = -98, -97, 0) goto 030005Z
if (030001 = 1) goto 030006
if (030001 > 1) goto 030002

Variables

pb10000 Number of siblings pParent

030002 And how many of these siblings live in the same household as <Target child's name>?
The target child himself / herself should not be included in this calculation. If no sibling lives in the same 
household, please enter "0".

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  Siblings

if (030002 = -98, -97, 0) goto 030005Z
if (030002 > 0) goto  030004

Variables

pb1001b Number of siblings living in the same household pParent
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030006 Does this sibling live in the same household as <Target child's name>?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (030006 = -98, -97, 2) goto 030005Z
if (030006 = 1) goto  030004

autoif (030006 = 1) 030002 = 1
autoif (030006 = 2) 030002 = 0

Variables

pb1001a Does the sibling live in the same household? pParent

030004 Is <Target child's name> one of multiple offspring, e.g. a twin or a triplet?
Only read out alternative responses if necessary.

no [1] c

yes, a twin [2] c

yes, a triplet [3] c

yes, a quadruplet [4] c

yes, a quintuplet [5] c

yes, one of high-order multiple offspring, i.e. <Target 
child's name> has more than 4 siblings of the same age 
(e.g. a sextuplet, a septuplet, etc.) [6]

c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 030005Z

Variables

pb1001c Multiple pParent

04_Module25_Gen._S3 Respondent's partnership

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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25001 We'll now move on to your marital status. Are you currently…
Please read out the responses. For information purposes: registered partnerships only applies to same-sex 
couples.
Married and live with your spouse, [1] c

Married and live apart from your spouse, [2] c

Divorced, [3] c

Widowed, [4] c

single, [5] c

Or do you live in a registered civil partnership? [6] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (25001 = 1) goto 25007
if (25001 = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, -97, -98) goto 25002

autoif (25001 = 1 & 01112 = 1) 25004 = 2
autoif (25001 = 1 & 01112 = 2) 25004 = 1
autoif (25001 = 6 & 01112 = 1) 25004 = 1
autoif (25001 = 6 & 01112 = 2) 25004 = 2
autoif (25001 = 1) h_S3SHP_da = 1
autoif (25001 = 1) 25002 = 1

Variables

p731110 Respondent's marital status pParent

25002 Do you currently live with a long-term partner?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (h_S3SHP_da = 1 & 25001 = 6) goto 25007 
if (h_S3SHP_da = 1 &25001 = 2, 3, 4, 5, -97, -98) goto 25004
if (h_S3SHP_da = 2 & 25001 = 6) goto 25012Z
if (h_S3SHP_da = 2 & 25001 = 2, 3, 4, 5, -97, -98) goto 25003

autoif (25002 = 1) h_S3SHP_da = 1
autoif (25002 = 2, -98, -97) h_S3SHP_da = 2

Variables

p731111 Living together with a partner pParent
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25003 Do you currently have a long-term partner?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 25012Z

Variables

p731112 Long-term partner pParent

25004 Is your partner male or female?
Male [1] c

Female [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 25007

Variables

p731116 Gender partner pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

25007 Since when have you been living with your partner? Please tell me the month and year.
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

25007 Since when have you been living with your partner? Please tell me the month and year.

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 12

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

goto 25009

Variables

p73111m Date of moving in together (month) pParent

p73111y Date of moving in together (year) pParent

Condition: if (25004 = 1)

25009 How is your partner related to <Target child's name>?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

25009 How is your partner related to <Target child's name>?

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 = -97, -98)

25009 What is your partner's relationship to <Target child's name>?
Biological mother [1] c

Biological father [2] c

Adoptive mother [3] c

Adoptive father [4] c

Foster mother [5] c

Foster father [6] c

Partner of the father [7] c

Partner of the mother [8] c

Stepmother [9] c

Stepfather [10] c

Other relationship [11] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 25012Z

if (25004 = 1) 2: leiblicher Vater
if (25004 = 1) 4: Adoptivvater
if (25004 = 1) 6: Pflegevater
if (25004 = 1) 8: Partner der Mutter
if (25004 = 1) 10: Stiefvater
if (25004 = 1) 11: Sonstiges Verhältnis

if (25004 = 2) 1: leibliche Mutter
if (25004 = 2) 3: Adoptivmutter
if (25004 = 2) 5: Pflegemutter
if (25004 = 2) 7: Partnerin des Vaters
if (25004 = 2) 9: Stiefmutter
if (25004 = 2) 11: Sonstiges Verhältnis

if (25004 = -97, -98) 1: leibliche Mutter
if (25004 = -97, -98) 2: leiblicher Vater
if (25004 = -97, -98) 3: Adoptivmutter
if (25004 = -97, -98) 4: Adoptivvater
if (25004 = -97, -98) 5: Pflegemutter
if (25004 = -97, -98) 6: Pflegevater
if (25004 = -97, -98) 7: Partnerin des Vaters
if (25004 = -97, -98) 8: Partner der Mutter
if (25004 = -97, -98) 9: Stiefmutter
if (25004 = -97, -98) 10: Stiefvater
if (25004 = -97, -98) 11: Sonstiges Verhältnis

Variables

p731117 Partner's relationship to the target child pParent
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05_Module29_Gen._E1_Consent Games

[AUX] Auxiliary variable Consent direct measure 1 Looking at pictures
Consent Competence test 1 Habituation [1] c

no consent Competence test 1 Habituation [2] c

Variables

px01001 Consent Habituation MethodsDirectMeasures

[AUX] Auxiliary variable Consent direct measure 2 Playing with mother
Consent Competence test 2 Parent-child-interaction [1] c

no consent Competence test 2 Parent-child-interaction [2] c

Variables

px02001 Consent Parent-Child-Interaction MethodsDirectMeasures

[AUX] Auxiliary variable Consent direct measure 3 Playing with interviewer
Consent Competence test 3 Sensomotoric development 
[1]

c

no consent Competence test 3 Sensomotoric development 
[2]

c

Variables

px03001 Consent Sensomotoric development MethodsDirectMeasures

[AUX] Auxiliary variable Video recording agreement signed by interviewed person
Video recording agreement signed (interviewed person) [1] c

no video recording agreement signed (interviewed person) 
[2]

c

Variables

px04001 Video recording agreement signed by interviewed person MethodsDirectMeasures

[AUX] Auxiliary variable Video recording agreement signed by partner having parental 
authority
Video recording agreement signed (by the partner who is 
either a parent or legal guardian) [1]

c

no video recording agreement signed (by the partner who 
is either a parent or legal guardian) [2]

c

Variables

px04002 Video recording agreement signed by the partner having parental 
authority

MethodsDirectMeasures

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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[AUX] Auxiliary variable Implementation direct measure 1 Looking at pictures
Competence test 1 Habituation not started [1] c

Competence test 1 Habituation  started but not finished [2] c

Competence test 1 Habituation completed [3] c

Variables

px01002 Performance Habituation MethodsDirectMeasures

[AUX] Auxiliary variable Implementation direct measure 2 Playing with mother
Competence test 2 Parent-child-interaction not started [1] c

Competence test 2 Parent-child-interaction started but not 
finished [2]

c

Competence test 2 Parent-child-interaction completed [3] c

Variables

px02002 Performance Parent-Child-Interaction MethodsDirectMeasures

[AUX] Auxiliary variable Implementation direct measure 3 Playing with interviewer
Competence test 3 Sensomotoric development not started 
[1]

c

Competence test 3 Sensomotoric development started but 
not finished [2]

c

Competence test 3 Sensomotoric development completed 
[3]

c

Variables

px03002 Performance Sensomotoric development MethodsDirectMeasures
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290102 I'll now briefly describe the games we'd like to perform with <Target child's name>. We 
would like to record the individual games using a video camera so we can evaluate 
them better later on. To give you a better idea of what will be on the video recordings, 
I've brought a video demo card along with me. The games are made up of three 
different parts in total. For the first part…

Video demo card shown and explained [1] c

Do not perform the games [-21] c

if (290102 = -21) goto 290111Z
if (290102 = 1 & h_S3SHP_da = 1) goto 290006
if (290102 = 1 & h_S3SHP_da = 2) goto 290104

autoif () h_XKTDF1 = 1 & h_XKTDF2 = 1 & h_XKTDF3 = 1 & h_XKTEV1 = 2 & h_XKTEV2 = 2 & h_XKTEV3 = 2 
& h_XKTEUB = 2 & h_XKTEUP = 2 & h_XKTVA1 = 2 & h_XKTVA2 = 2 & & h_XKTVA3 = 2 & h_XKTDF3_1 = 2 & 
h_XKTDF3_2 = 2 & h_XKTDF3_3 = 2 & h_XKTDF3_4 = 2

Variables

px04003 Introduction of direct measures/video recordings MethodsDirectMeasures

290006
Do not read out the question! Is the respondent's partner present and have they already expressed an interest in 
directly taking part in the games?
yes, partner is present and has expressed an interest in 
taking part in the game [1]

c

no, partner is not present and/or has not expressed any 
interest [2]

c

if (290006 = 1) goto 290007
if (290006 = 2) goto 290104

Variables

px04004 Partner present & interested MethodsDirectMeasures

290007 Only those individuals who are <Target child's name>'s parents or legal guardians can 
take part in the game. Are you <Target child's name>'s parent or legal guardian?

!!Direct the question to the other parent!! who wants to take part in the games.

yes, the partner is a parent or legal guardian [1] c

no, the partner is not a parent or legal guardian [2] c

if (290007 = 1) goto 290104
if (290007 = 2) goto 290008

Variables

px04005 Legal guardianship partner MethodsDirectMeasures

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (290006 = 2 OR 290007 = 2 OR h_S3SHP_da = 2)

290104 You now have an idea of the games. Of course, we will only perform the games that 
you would like to perform too. You can now specify which games you would like to 
perform.

Condition: if (290007 = 1)

290104 You now have an idea of the games. Of course, we will only perform the games that 
you would like to perform too. You and your partner can now decide who out of the 
pair of you will perform the "Looking at pictures" game and the "Playing with 
interviewer" game with <Target child's name>. However, the second game should be 
performed with the parent who is the respondent in the interview.

Perform "Habituation" with the respondent [1] c

Perform “Habituation" with the respondent's partner having 
parental authority [2]

c

Do not perform "Looking at pictures" [-21] c

goto 290105

1: "Bilder anschauen" mit der Ankerperson durchführen
if (290007 = 1) 2: „Bilder anschauen“ mit erziehungsberechtigtem Partner der Ankerperson durchführen

Variables

px01003 Selection Habituation MethodsDirectMeasures

290105 Do not read out the question! Here, please enter whether and, if necessary, with whom 
the second game is to be performed. if (290007 = 1) This game should only be 
performed with the respondent's partner in extreme cases!

Perform “Parent-child-interaction" with the respondent [1] c

Perform "Parent-child-interaction" with the respondent's 
partner having parental authority [2]

c

Do not perform "Playing with mother (or father)" [-21] c

goto 290106

1: "Spielen mit der Mutter (dem Vater)" mit der Ankerperson durchführen
if (290007 = 1) 2: „Spielen mit der Mutter (dem Vater)“ mit erziehungsberechtigtem Partner der Ankerperson 
durchführen

Variables

px02003 Selection Parent-Child-Interaction MethodsDirectMeasures
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290106
Perform “Sensomotoric development" with the respondent 
[1]

c

Perform "Sensomotoric development" with the 
respondent's partner having parental authority [2]

c

Do not perform "Playing with interviewer" [-21] c

if (h_XKTEV1 = 1 OR h_XKTEV2 = 1 OR h_XKTEV3 = 1) goto 290103
if (h_XKTEV1 = 2 & h_XKTEV2 = 2 & h_XKTEV3 = 2) goto 290103b

autoif (290104 = 1, 2) h_XKTEV1 = 1 
autoif (290105 = 1, 2) h_XKTEV2 = 1 
autoif (290106 = 1, 2) h_XKTEV3 = 1 

1: "Spielen mit der Interviewerin" mit der Ankerperson durchführen
if (290007 = 1) 2: „Spielen mit der Interviewerin“ mit erziehungsberechtigtem Partner der Ankerperson 
durchführen

Variables

px03003 Selection Sensomotoric development MethodsDirectMeasures

290103 In that case, I would now like to ask that you sign the statement of agreement for the 
video recordings. You can withdraw your agreement at any time without the need to 
give any reasons by contacting the infas contact person.

Please hand the statement(s) of agreement for the games over to the parent(s) taking part and ensure that the 
form(s) is / are filled out properly. Only those parents who have properly filled out and handed over a statement of 
agreement may take part in the games! At this point, you should check the signed statement(s) of agreement to 
ensure that the form(s) have been filled out correctly and then store it / them in the folder provided. Please refer to 
the covering letter for the infas contact person's details! If necessary: infas' contact person (Ms. Andrea Bauer) 
can be contacted by calling the free phone number (0800 6647436) or by emailing NEPS1@infas.de.
Only those statement(s) of agreement which have been 
properly filled out and signed by the respondent may be 
stored in the folder provided. [1]

c

Only those statement(s) of agreement which have been 
properly filled out and signed by the respondent's partner 
may be stored in the folder provided. [2]

c

Only those statement(s) of agreement which have been 
properly filled out and signed by both parents may be 
stored in the folder provided. [3]

c

Consent has not been given [-21] c

if (h_XKTEV1 = 1 & h_XKTEV2 = 1 & h_XKTEV3 = 1 & 290103 = 1, 2, 3) goto 290001
if ((h_XKTEV1 = 2 OR h_XKTEV2 = 2 OR h_XKTEV3 = 2) OR 290103 = -21) goto 290103b

autoif (290103= 1, 3) h_XKTEUB = 1
autoif (290103 = 2, 3) h_XKTEUP = 1
autoif (290104 = 1 & 290103 = 2, -21) h_XKTEV1 = 2
autoif (290104 = 2 & 290103 = 1, -21) h_XKTEV1 = 2
autoif (290105 = 1 & 290103 = 2, -21) h_XKTEV2 = 2
autoif (290105 = 2 & 290103 = 1, -21) h_XKTEV2 = 2
autoif (290106 = 1 & 290103 = 2, -21) h_XKTEV3 = 2
autoif (290106 = 2 & 290103 = 1, -21) h_XKTEV3 = 2

Variables

px04006 Consent direct measures/video recordings MethodsDirectMeasures

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if ((h_XKTEV1 = 2 & h_XKTEV2 = 2 &  h_XKTEV3  = 2) OR 290103 = -21)

290103b Could you please tell me (repeat) the reasons why you don't want to take part in the 
games?

Condition: if (h_XKTEV1 = 1 OR h_XKTEV2 = 1 OR h_XKTEV3 = 1 & 290103 <> -21) 

290103b Could you please tell me (repeat) the reasons why you don't want to take part in the 
games?

Do not read out the options.
Multiple answers possible.
If possible, classify the answers in the given categories.

not specified 
[0] Specified [1]

1: Child should not be filmed c c

2: Parents do not want to be filmed c c

3: Concerns about data protection 
and/or anonymity

c c

4: Parents unwell c c

5: Child unwell c c

6: Child should not take part in any of 
the games

c c

7: Child should not sit in front of a 
laptop

c c

8: Lack of and/or unsuitable table c c

9: Other reasons c c

Refused c c

Don't know c c

if (E1X1KT0103b_i = 1) goto 290103c
if (E1X1KT0103b_i = 0 & (290103 = 1, 2, 3 & (h_XKTEV1 = 1 OR h_XKTEV2 = 1 OR h_XKTEV3 = 1))) goto 
290001
if ((E1X1KT0103b_i = 0 (& 290103 = -21 OR (h_XKTEV1 = 2 & h_XKTEV2 = 2 &  h_XKTEV3  = 2))) goto 
290103d

Variables

px04007 no consent for direct measures/video recordings: do not film the 
TC

MethodsDirectMeasures

px04008 no consent for direct measures: do not film TC: do not film the 
parents

MethodsDirectMeasures

px04009 no consent for direct measures: do not film TC: data protection MethodsDirectMeasures

px04010 no consent for direct measures: do not film TC: parents indisposed MethodsDirectMeasures

px04011 no consent for direct measures: do not film TC: child indisposed MethodsDirectMeasures

px04012 no consent for direct measures: do not film TC: child should not 
play

MethodsDirectMeasures

px04013 no consent for direct measures/video recordings: child not in front 
of laptop

MethodsDirectMeasures

px04014 no consent for direct measures/video recordings: no table MethodsDirectMeasures

px04015 no consent for direct measures/video recordings: other reason MethodsDirectMeasures
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290103c
Do not read out the question! 
What other reasons were given for refusal?

!

if (290103 = 1, 2, 3 & (h_XKTEV1 = 1 OR h_XKTEV2 = 1 OR h_XKTEV3 = 1)) goto 290001
if (290103 = -21 OR (h_XKTEV1 = 2 & h_XKTEV2 = 2 &  h_XKTEV3  = 2)) goto 290103d

Variables

px04016_O Other reasons for refusing the video recording MethodsDirectMeasures

290001
Starting games [1] c

Games cannot be performed [2] c

if (290001 = 1) goto 290301a
if (290001 = 2) goto 290301e 

Variables

px04017 Continue with interview or start with direct measures MethodsDirectMeasures

290301e Then we'll carry on with the interview now and perform the games later on.
Continue with the interview [1] c

goto 290111Z

Variables

px04018 Continue with the interview MethodsDirectMeasures

06_Module30_Gen._E1_Competence break X1

300301i
Do not read out the question! Film fade in sheet for three seconds and stop the video camera! Remove "Looking 
at pictures".
Insertion sheet filmed for 3 seconds; camera recording 
stopped [1]

c

goto 300301e

Variables

px01004 Camera recording stopped Habituation MethodsDirectMeasures

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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300301e
Do not read out the question! Did the video recording work? Was the recording of the "Looking at pictures" game 
successful?
yes, the complete recording is available [1] c

no, the game was started, but the recording was 
discontinued [2]

c

no, the game was started, but there is no recording [3] c

if (300301e = 1) goto 300302
if (300301e <> 1) goto 300301f

autoif (300301e = 1) h_XKTDF1 = 3
autoif (300301e = 2, 3) h_XKTDF1 = 2
autoif (300301e = 1, 2) h_XKTVA1 = 1

Variables

px01005 Video recording stopped Habituation MethodsDirectMeasures

300301f
Operating error [1] c

Technical error [2] c

Refusal on the side of the child, e.g. whining or crying [3] c

Video recording / performance not possible for other 
reasons [4]

c

if (300301f = 4) goto 300301g
if (300301f <> 4 & 300301e = 2) goto 300302
if (300301f <> 4 & 300301e = 3) goto 300301Z 

Variables

px01006 Video recording didn't work Habituation – cause closed MethodsDirectMeasures

300301g
Do not read out the question! Please state the exact reason as to why the video recording did not work or did not 
work in full.

!

if (300301e = 2) goto 300302
if (300301e = 3) goto 300301Z

Variables

px01007_O Video recording did not work Habituation cause open MethodsDirectMeasures
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300302
Do not read out the question! Did disturbances occur during the "Looking at pictures" game which meant that the 
child was unable to look at parts of the film peacefully?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

if (300302 = 1) goto 300303
if (300302 = 2) goto 300301Z

Variables

px01008 Disturbances during Habituation: yes / no MethodsDirectMeasures

300303
Disturbance only occurred during the first half of the game 
[1]

c

Disturbance only occurred during the second half of the 
game [2]

c

Disturbance occurred during both halves of the game [3] c

goto 300304

Variables

px01009 Disturbances during Habituation: in the first half vs. the second 
half

MethodsDirectMeasures

300304 [MR]
Do not read out the question! Were the disturbances / problems caused by the child (e.g. because the child was 
crying or constantly sneezing), by external factors (e.g. due to noises made by the mother / father, other people, 
animals or other sources of disturbances) or by a technical disturbance when playing back the film? Multiple 
responses are possible

not specified 
[0] Specified [1]

1: By the child c c

2: By external factors c c

3: Technical disturbance c c

goto 300301Z 

Variables

px01010 Disturbances during Habituation: by the child MethodsDirectMeasures

px01011 Disturbances during Habituation: by external factors MethodsDirectMeasures

px01012 Disturbances during Habituation: technical disturbance MethodsDirectMeasures

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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300402g
Do not read out the question! Please film the video fade in sheet again for 3 seconds and then stop the video 
recording. now collect the play set again and stow the toys in an extra bag to begin with!
Insertion sheet filmed for 3 seconds, video camera 
stopped and complete recording has worked [1]

c

Insertion sheet filmed for 3 seconds, video camera 
stopped and complete recording has NOT worked [2]

c

if (300402g = 1) goto 300401Z
if (300402g = 2) goto 300402j

autoif (300402g = 1) h_XKTDF2 = 3

Variables

px02004 Camera recording Parent-Child-Interaction stopped MethodsDirectMeasures

300402j
Do not read out the question! if (300402c = 1) Why is there no or only an incomplete video recording? if (300402 = 
-21 OR 300402l =-21 OR 300402c = -21) What type of problem occurred?
Operating error [1] c

Technical error [2] c

Refusal on the side of the child, e.g. screaming for minutes 
on end [3]

c

Spatial requirements not met (room too small) [4] c

Video recording not possible for other reasons [5] c

if (300402j <> 5) goto 300401Z
if (300402j = 5) goto 300402k

Variables

px02006 Video recording did not work Parent-Child-Interaction – cause 
closed

MethodsDirectMeasures

300402k
Do not read out the question! Please state the exact reason as to why the video recording did not work or did not 
work in full.

!

goto  300401Z

Variables

px02007_O Video recording did not work Parent-Child-Interaction – cause 
open

MethodsDirectMeasures
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300502h
Operating error [1] c

Technical error [2] c

Refusal on the side of the child, e.g. whining or crying [3] c

Video recording / performance not possible for other 
reasons [4]

c

if (300502h = 4) goto 300502i  
if (300502h <> 4) goto 300501Z

Variables

px03004 Performance did not work sensomotoric development cause 
closed

MethodsDirectMeasures

300502i

!

goto  300501Z

Variables

px03005_O Performance did not work sensomotoric development cause open MethodsDirectMeasures

300201 I will now ask you a few questions which are very important in terms of evaluating the 
games we've just performed. Measured on a normal day: How long does <Target 
child's name> sit on !!your!! lap?

Read out the options. Please address this question to the person who had the child sitting on their lap during 
"Looking at pictures". If "Playing with mother" was performed, then address this question to the mother/person 
who was questioned in the interview. It doesn't matter whether the child is being held or is sitting freely.
not at all [1] c

Less than half an hour per day in total [2] c

more than half an hour per day in total [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 300202

Variables

pa08010 child's average amount of time of sitting on the lap pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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300202 There are some children who already have severe visual, hearing or even physical 
impairments at this age. Are you aware of <Target child's name> having any 
impairment in this regard?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (300202 = 1) goto 300203
if (300202 = 2, -97, -98) goto 300205

Variables

p524420 Known health restrictions pParent

300203 [MR] Which limitations does <Target child's name> have?
not specified 

[0] Specified [1]

1: Severe visual impairments c c

2: Severe hearing impairments c c

3: Severe motor impairments c c

4: Congenital disorders (e.g.: Down's 
syndrome)

c c

5: Other impairments c c

Refused c c

Don't know c c

if (E1X1KT0203_05 = 0) goto 300205
if (E1X1KT0203_05 = 1) goto 300204

Variables

p524421 Known health restrictions: visual impairments pParent

p524422 Known health restrictions: hearing impairments pParent

p524423 Known health restrictions: motoric disability pParent

p524424 Known health restrictions: genetic disorder pParent

p524425 Known health restrictions: other restrictions pParent
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300204 Which other impairments are you aware of <Target child's name> having?

!

goto 300205

Variables

p524428_O Type of health impairment: other pParent

p524428_g1 Known health restrictions other (response 1, ICD-10, level 1) pParent

p524428_g2 Known health restrictions other (response 1, ICD-10, level 2) pParent

p524428_g3 Type of other disabilities (response 2, ICD-10, level 1) pParent

p524428_g4 Type of other disabilities (response 2, ICD-10, level 2) pParent

300205 Would you describe <Target child's name>'s behavior during the games as typical or 
not?

Read out the options.

Typical [1] c

not typical [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (h_XKTDF2 <> 1) goto 300207
if (h_XKTDF2 = 1) goto 300201Z

Variables

pa08020 Self-evaluation of the person concerning the child's behavior 
during direct measure

pParent

300207 And what about yourself? Would you describe your own behavior when you were just 
playing with <Target child's name> as typical or not?

Read out the options.

Typical [1] c

not typical [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 300201Z

Variables

pa08030 Self-evaluation of person concerning his/her own behavior during 
direct measure

pParent

07_Module05_S5_S5E1_Health_Target child

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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050015 We'll now move on to some questions about <Target child's name>'s birth and health. 
Please refer to the yellow examination booklet you received from your pediatrician 
when responding to the following questions. Do you have the yellow examination 
booklet to hand?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 050001

Variables

p529005 Availability of the checkup booklet pParent

050001 At how many weeks was <Target child's name> born?

|___|___|  week

Range: 15 - 46

goto 050002

Variables

p529100 Week of pregnancy at birth pParent
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050002 [MR] Did you encounter one or more of the following complications during the birth of 
<Target child's name>?

not specified 
[0] Specified [1]

1: Suction or forceps delivery c c

2: Emergency C-section c c

3: Premature birth c c

4: Lack of oxygen during birth c c

5: Breech birth c c

6: no complications c c

none of the complications mentioned c c

Refused c c

Don't know c c

goto 050004

Variables

p529101 Stage of development at birth (preterm infant) pParent

p529102 Birth complications: Emergency C-section pParent

p529103 Birth complications: Premature birth pParent

p529104 Birth complications: Lack of oxygen pParent

p529105 Birth complications: Breech birth pParent

p529106 Birth complications: no complications pParent

050004 What was <Target child's name>'s weight when he/she was born? If you could please 
give me the birth weight in grams!

|___|___|___|___|___|  grams

Range: 200 - 11,000

goto 050005

Variables

p529000_R Weight at birth pParent

p529000_D weight at birth (aggregated) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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050005 How tall was <Target child's name>'s when she/he was born? If you could please give 
me the birth size in centimeters!

|___|___|___|  cm

Range: 20 - 100

goto  050011

Variables

p529001_R Size at birth pParent

p529001_D height at birth (aggregated) pParent

050011 What was <Target child's name>'s weight at the 4th medical checkup (the U4)?

|___|___|___|___|___|  grams

Range: 400 - 22,000

if (050011 <> -96) goto 050012
if (050011 = -96) goto  050017

Variables

p529007 Weight in grams at the U4 checkup pParent

050012 How tall was <Target child's name> at the 4th medical checkup (the U4)?

|___|___|___|  cm

Range: 35 - 115

goto  050016

Variables

p529008 Size in centimeters at the U4 checkup pParent

050016 When was the 4th medical checkup (the U4)? Please state the month and year.

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 12

|___|___|___|___|  

Range: 2,012 - 2,013

goto 050017

Variables

p529010 Date of the U4 checkup: month pParent

p529011 Date of the U4 checkup: year pParent
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050017 Did <Target child's name> have to be admitted to hospital due to health problems 
during the first three months of their life?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (050017 = 1) goto 050018
if (050017 = 2, -97, -98) goto 050013

Variables

p529108 Relocation to children's hospital pParent

050018 How many nights did <Target child's name> spend there roughly?

|___|___|___|  Nights

Range: 1 - 300

goto 050013

Variables

p529109 Stay in hospital pParent

050013 How would you generally describe <Target child's name>'s health?
Read out the options.

Very good [1] c

Good [2] c

moderately [3] c

Poor [4] c

Very poor [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (01110 = 1) goto 050008
if (01110 <> 1) goto 050014Z

Variables

p521000 Self-rated health of the child pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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050008 I would now like to ask you a few questions about your pregnancy with <Target child's 
name>. Did you smoke during your pregnancy?

yes, regularly [1] c

yes, now and then [2] c

no, never [3] c

not biological mother [-21] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (01110 = 1) goto 050009
if (01110 <> 1) goto 050014Z

auftoif (050008 = -21) 01110 = 11

Variables

p525100 Smoking during pregnancy pParent

050009 Did you drink alcohol during your pregnancy?
yes, regularly [1] c

yes, now and then [2] c

no, never [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 050014Z

Variables

p525300 Alcohol during pregnancy pParent

08_Module06_E1_E1_State of Health_Mother
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060001 How were you feeling physically during the last trimester of your pregnancy? Were you 
feeling very poor, rather poor, rather good or very good?

very poor [1] c

rather poor [2] c

rather good [3] c

very good [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto  060003

Variables

pa02010 Physical condition during the last trimester of pregnancy pParent

060003 How were you feeling mentally during the last trimester of your pregnancy?
very poor [1] c

rather poor [2] c

rather good [3] c

very good [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 060002

Variables

pa02020 Mental condition during the last trimester of pregnancy pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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060002 How were you feeling physically during the first three months after giving birth?
very poor [1] c

rather poor [2] c

rather good [3] c

very good [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 060004

Variables

pa02030 Physical condition during the first three months after giving birth pParent

060004 How were you feeling mentally during the first three months after giving birth?
very poor [1] c

rather poor [2] c

rather good [3] c

very good [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 060014

Variables

pa02040 Mental condition during the first three months after (giving) birth pParent
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060014 How often !!over the last 4 weeks!! have you felt depressed and sad?
Never [1] c

Rarely [2] c

Sometimes [3] c

Often [4] c

Always [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 060007

Variables

pa02050 Depressed state (wave 1) pParent

060007 I'd now like to ask you a few questions about your personal circumstances since 
<Target child's name>'s birth. Please state the extent to which you agree with the 
following statements: I am very satisfied with my role as a mother. Do you completely 
disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree or completely agree with this 
statement?

Completely disagree [1] c

Rather disagree [2] c

Rather agree [3] c

Completely agree [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 060008

Variables

pa0206a Change of personal circumstances: Role as a mother satisfying pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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060008 I'm often completely exhausted.
Completely disagree [1] c

Rather disagree [2] c

Rather agree [3] c

Completely agree [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 060009

Variables

pa0206b Change of personal circumstances: Exhaustion pParent

060009 I often do not feel up to the new tasks and demands of being a mother.
Completely disagree [1] c

Rather disagree [2] c

Rather agree [3] c

Completely agree [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 060010

Variables

pa0206c Change of personal circumstances: Tasks and Requirements pParent
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060010 I'm suffering because I feel restricted to my role as a mother.
Completely disagree [1] c

Rather disagree [2] c

Rather agree [3] c

Completely agree [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 060013Z 

Variables

pa0206d Change of personal circumstances: Restricted by role as a mother pParent

09_Module07_AGISM_AGISME1_Temperament_Target child

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (02100 = 2)

070102 The following questions relate to your child's behavior in everyday situations. Please 
state how often <Target child's name> normally demonstrates this behavior in such 
situations. Please respond on a scale of 0 to 6, where '0' means that the behavior 
"never" occurs and '6' means that the behavior "always" occurs. You can use the 
numbers in between to grade the frequency. When <Target child's name> is tired, how 
often does she indicate signs of stress and malaise?

Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

070102 The following questions relate to your child's behavior in everyday situations. Please 
state how often <Target child's name> normally demonstrates this behavior in such 
situations. Please respond on a scale of 0 to 6, where '0' means that the behavior 
"never" occurs and '6' means that the behavior "always" occurs. You can use the 
numbers in between to grade the frequency. When <Target child's name> is tired, how 
often does he indicate signs of stress and malaise?

Read out again if necessary: Please answer on a scale of 0 to 6, where '0' means that the behavior "never" occurs 
and '6' means that the behavior "always" occurs. You can use the numbers in between to indicate the frequency.
Never [0] c

1 [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

Always [6] c

not true [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 070103

Variables

p66804b Temperament – Stress and malaise when tired pParent
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Condition: if (02100 = 2)

070103 When <Target child's name> is rhythmically rocked, how often does she enjoy it?
Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

070103 When <Target child's name> is rhythmically rocked, how often does he enjoy it?
Never [0] c

1 [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

Always [6] c

not true [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 070105

Variables

p66804c Temperament – Enjoying rocking pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (02100 = 2)

070105 When it's time for bed and <Target child's name> doesn't want to sleep, how often 
does she end up whining?

Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

070105 When it's time for bed and <Target child's name> doesn't want to sleep, how often 
does he end up whining?

Never [0] c

1 [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

Always [6] c

not true [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 070106

Variables

p66804e Temperament – Angry if left in the cot pParent
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Condition: if (02100 = 2)

070106 When <Target child's name> is rocked or cuddled, how often does she appear to enjoy 
it?

Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

070106 When <Target child's name> is rocked or cuddled, how often does he appear to enjoy 
it?

Never [0] c

1 [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

Always [6] c

not true [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 070108

Variables

p66804f Temperament – Enjoying rocking / cuddling pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (02100 = 2)

070108 If you are busy doing something else and <Target child's name> is unable to get your 
attention, how often does she end up crying?

Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

070108 If you are busy doing something else and <Target child's name> is unable to get your 
attention, how often does he end up crying?

Read out again if necessary: Please answer on a scale of 0 to 6, where '0' means that the behavior "never" occurs 
and '6' means that the behavior "always" occurs. You can use the numbers in between to indicate the frequency.
Never [0] c

1 [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

Always [6] c

not true [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 070111

Variables

p66804h Temperament – Crying if getting no attention pParent
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Condition: if (02100 = 2)

070111 When you hold <Target child's name> in your arms or sit her on your lap, how often 
does she appear to enjoy it?

Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

070111 When you hold <Target child's name> in your arms or sit him on your lap, how often 
does he appear to enjoy it?

Never [0] c

1 [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

Always [6] c

not true [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 070113

Variables

p66804k Temperament – Enjoying being held pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (02100 = 2)

070113 When <Target child's name> can't have what she wants, how often does she get 
angry?

Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

070113 When <Target child's name> can't have what he wants, how often does he get angry?
Read out again if necessary: Please answer on a scale of 0 to 6, where '0' means that the behavior "never" occurs 
and '6' means that the behavior "always" occurs. You can use the numbers in between to indicate the frequency.
Never [0] c

1 [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

Always [6] c

not true [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 070114

Variables

p66804m Temperament – Angry when they are denied something special pParent
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Condition: if (02100 = 2)

070114 If you sing or speak to <Target child's name>, how often does she calm down 
instantly?

Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

070114 If you sing or speak to <Target child's name>, how often does he calm down instantly?
Never [0] c

1 [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

Always [6] c

not true [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 070115

Variables

p66804n Temperament – Calmed by singing or talking pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (02100 = 2)

070115 If you gently pat <Target child's name>, how often does she calm down instantly?
Condition: if (02100 <> 2)

070115 If you gently pat <Target child's name>, how often does he calm down instantly?
Never [0] c

1 [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

Always [6] c

not true [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 070101Z

Variables

p66804o Temperament – Calmed by contact pParent

10_Module09_Gen._E1_Childcare history
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090001 [MR] I'd now like to get started on <Target child's name>'s care. Is <Target child's 
name> currently cared for in any of the following facilities and/or by any of the 
following people?

not specified 
[0] Specified [1]

1: Nursery, daycare center or 
kindergarten? <<This includes all 
types of (day)childcare institutions for 
children, including parent-child 
initiatives, i.e. childcare institutions 
managed by parents and/or 
educators themselves.>>

c c

2: Childminder?
<<This only includes paid 
childminders who look after one or 
more children outside their parents' 
household. The childcare must take 
place either in the private household 
of the childminder or in a facility 
purchased or rented by the 
childminder.>>

c c

3: Nanny? 
<<This includes paid nannies who 
look after one or more children within 
the parental household.>>

c c

Variables

pa0100a Attendance childcare institutions: Daychildcare institution, nursery 
or kindergarten

pParent

pa0100b Attendance childcare institutions: Daycare pParent

pa0100c Attendance childcare institutions: Nanny pParent

pa0100d Attendance childcare institutions: Au-pair pParent

pa0100e Attendance childcare institutions: Grandparents pParent

pa0100f Attendance childcare institutions: Other relatives, acquaintances 
or neighbors

pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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4: Au-pair? c c

5: the grandparents of <Target child's
name>?          

c c

6: Other relatives, acquaintances or
neighbors?

c c

Refused c c

Don't know c c

currently in none of these childcare
institutions

c c

goto 090300Z



090305 How many hours on average per week does <Target child's name> attend a childcare 
institution today?

|___|___|___|  hours

Range: 0 - 168

goto 090400Z

Variables

pa01100 Childcare daycare center, nursery or kindergarten: Duration per 
week

pParent

090406 How many hours a week is <target child’s name> being cared for on average by a 
childminder today?

|___|___|___|  hours

Range: 0 - 168

goto 090500Z

Variables

pa01200 Childcare daycare: Duration per week pParent

090505 How many hours a week is <target child’s name> being cared for on average by a 
nanny today?

|___|___|___|  hours

Range: 0 - 168

goto 090600Z

Variables

pa01300 Childcare nanny: Duration per week pParent

090605 How many hours a week is <target child’s name> being cared for on average by a au 
pair today?

|___|___|___|  hours

Range: 0 - 168

goto  090700Z

Variables

pa01400 Childcare au pair: Duration per week pParent
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090705 How many hours a week is <target child’s name> being cared for on average by the 
grandparents today?

|___|___|___|  hours

Range: 0 - 168

goto  090800Z

Variables

pa01500 Childcare grandparents: Duration per week pParent

090805 How many hours a week is <target child’s name> being cared for on average by 
relatives other than grandparents, acquaintances or neighbors today?

|___|___|___|  hours

Range: 0 - 168

goto 090900Z

Variables

pa01600 Childcare relatives: Duration per week pParent

090901 Aside from the types of care mentioned above, has <Target child's name> already 
taken part in or is <Target child's name> currently taking part in courses or groups 
such as playgroups, baby swimming or even the Prague Parent and Child Program?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (090901 = 1) goto 090902
if (090901 <> 1) goto 090003Z

Variables

p271600 Parent-child groups participation pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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090902 And !!at the present time!!, how many hours per week does <Target child's name> 
spend in these age-appropriate groups or courses?

|___|___|  hours per week

Child is not attending any groups or courses currently [-19] c

Child attends groups or courses on an irregular basis [-20] c

Range: 0 - 99

goto 090003Z

Variables

p271601 Parent-child groups scope pParent

11_Module10_S3_S3_RCT

100102 We are now interested in your opinion on the topic of daycare. Under the umbrella term 
of "daycare", below we are also including day nurseries and similar childcare 
institutions for children under the age of three. Have you registered your child for a 
childcare institution that he / she ought to attend before the age of three years?

yes, my child is officially registered or on a waiting list [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 100105

Variables

p30911a Registration with a childcare institution for over-threes? pParent

100105 Have you already registered your child for a childcare institution that he / she ought to 
attend from the age of three years or older, such as a Kindergarten or a day nursery?

yes, my child is officially registered or on a waiting list [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 100106Z

Variables

p30912a Registration with a childcare institution for over-threes? pParent
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Condition: if (090001(BG_KK) = 0)

100201 In the following questions, I'm interested in your opinion of childcare institutions for 
toddlers under the age of three years, such as daycares. Please think about the 
facilities in your region. How good is your knowledge of the childcare institutions for 
toddlers in your region?

Condition: if (090001(BG_KK) = 1)

100201 In the following questions, I'm interested in your opinion of childcare institutions for 
toddlers under the age of three years, such as daycares. Under the umbrella term of 
"daycare", below we are also including day nurseries and similar childcare institutions 
for children under the age of three. Please think about the facilities in your region. How 
good is your knowledge of the childcare institutions for toddlers in your region?

Very poor [1] c

rather poor [2] c

partly [3] c

rather good [4] c

Very good [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (100102 <> 1 & 090001(BG_KK) = 0) goto 100202
if ((100102 = 1 OR 090001(BG_KK) = 1) goto 100204

Variables

p31411a Subjective awareness: Care services in the region pParent

100202 How often have you thought about whether you ought to register <Target child's 
name> for a daycare?

never [1] c

Rarely [2] c

sometimes [3] c

often [4] c

Very often [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 100205

Variables

p31211a Time horizon: Daycare pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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100205 At what age will <Target child's name> probably go to a daycare or Kindergarten for 
the first time?

|___|  

Never [-26] c

Range: 0 - 6

|___|___|  

Never [-26] c

Range: 0 - 11

goto100204

Variables

p31111y Realistic aspiration: Age for starting to attend daycare (year) pParent

p31111m Realistic aspiration: Age for starting to attend daycare (month) pParent

100204 Parents have different ideas about the age at which children should attend a daycare 
or a Kindergarten for the first time. If the only concern is the child's wellbeing: From 
what age would you like to send <Target child's name> to a daycare or a Kindergarten?

|___|  

Never [-26] c

Range: 0 - 6

|___|___|  

Never [-26] c

Range: 0 - 11

goto 100206

Variables

p31011y Idealistic aspiration: Age for starting to attend daycare (year) pParent

p31011m Idealistic aspiration: Age for starting to attend daycare (month) pParent
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Condition: if (01112 = 2)

100206 Mothers of toddlers have different desires for their occupation. How important is it for 
you to be employed? Is it very unimportant, somewhat unimportant, so-so, somewhat 
important or very important?

Condition: if (01112 <> 2)

100206 Parents of toddlers have different desires for their occupation. How important is it for 
you to be employed? Is it very unimportant, somewhat unimportant, so-so, somewhat 
important or very important?

Very unimportant [1] c

rather unimportant [2] c

partly [3] c

rather important [4] c

Very important [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (090001(BG_KK) = 0) goto 100207
if (090001(BG_KK) = 1) goto 100201Z

Variables

p30111a Benefit assessment: Occupation pParent

100207 For the following questions, imagine that <Target child's name> was attending 
daycare. What would this mean for <Target child's name> and yourself? How good are 
the prospects of you being employed if <Target child's name> attended daycare? Very 
poor, rather poor, so-so, rather good or very good?

Very poor [1] c

rather poor [2] c

partly [3] c

rather good [4] c

Very good [5] c

does not apply: Already employed [-93] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 100209

Variables

p30211a Benefit expectation for daycare: Occupation pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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100209 How good are the prospects of <Target child's name> developing if he / she attended 
daycare? Very poor, rather poor, so-so, rather good or very good?

Very poor [1] c

rather poor [2] c

partly [3] c

rather good [4] c

Very good [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 100212

Variables

p30211b Benefit expectation for daycare: Enrichment pParent

100212 Attendance of a daycare incurs a variety of costs, such as fees, money for materials 
and travel costs. How difficult would you find it to pay the costs incurred as a result of 
<Target child's name> attending daycare?

Very difficult [1] c

Somewhat difficult [2] c

partly [3] c

Somewhat easy [4] c

Very easy [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 100213

Variables

p30311a Financial costs nursery pParent
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100213 To what extent does the following statement apply to you? If I were to send <Target 
child's name> to a daycare, my friends and relatives would look down on me.

Does not apply at all [1] c

Does rather not apply [2] c

partly [3] c

Does rather apply [4] c

Applies completely [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 100201Z

Variables

p30311b Social costs of daycare: Looking down pParent

12_Module24_Gen._Column 3/4 First-time respondent's 
sociodemographics

24001 I would now like to ask you a few questions about your personal details. What year 
were you born in?

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

goto 24002

Variables

p73170y Year of birth respondent pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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24002 Where were you born?
In Germany / within the current borders of Germany [1] c

In Germany's former eastern territories [2] c

abroad / in another country [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (24002 = 3) goto 24003
if (24002 = 2) goto 24005
if (24002 = 1 & 24001 = -97,-98) goto 24023
if (24002 = 1 & 24001 < 1950 & 24001 <> -97,-98) goto 24005
if (24002 = 1 & 24001 > 1949) goto 24023
if (24002 = -97, -98) goto 24005

autoif (24002 = 3) h_premig = 1
autoif (24002 <> 3) h_S4EH2 = 2

if (24001 > 1949) 1: in Deutschland 
if (24001 > 1949) 3: im Ausland

if (24001 < 1950) 1: im Gebiet des heutigen Deutschlands
if (24001 < 1950) 2: in früheren deutschen Ostgebieten
if (24001 < 1950) 3: in einem anderen Land

Variables

p400000 Respondent born in Germany? pParent

p400000_g1 Respondent's country of birth (Germany/abroad; edited) pParent
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Condition: if (24001 > 1989)

24023 And was this in the new or in the old federal states?
Condition: if (24001 < 1990)

24023 And was this in the former GDR or in the Federal Republic of Germany?
In the new federal states (including East Berlin) / in the 
GDR (including East Berlin) [1]

c

In the old federal states (including West Berlin) / in the 
Federal Republic of Germany (including West Berlin) [2]

c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 24005

if (24001 > 1989) 1: in den neuen Bundesländern (einschließlich Berlin-Ost)
if (24001 > 1989) 2: in den alten Bundesländern (einschließlich Berlin-West)

if (24001 < 1990) 1: in der DDR (einschließlich Berlin-Ost)
if (24001 < 1990) 2: in der Bundesrepublik (einschließlich Berlin-West)

Variables

p400015 Respondent born in East or West Germany? pParent

24003 In which country were you born?
[List of countries] [-999] c

Land not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (24003 = -96) goto 24004
if (24003 <> -96) goto 24011

Variables

p400010_g1R Country of birth respondent pParent

p400010_g2 Country of birth of respondent (categorized) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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24005 Let us now talk about your parents. In which country is your father born?
If the territory in which the father was born was part of Germany at the time of his birth, "Germany" should then be 
entered accordingly as the country of birth.
[List of countries] [-999] c

Father absent / unknown [-20] c

Land not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (24005 = -96) goto 24006
if (24005 <> -96) goto 24008

autoif (24005 > 0) & (24005 <> 71) h_S4ZG5 = 1
autoif (24005 = -96) h_S4ZG5 = 1
autoif (24005 = -97) h_S4ZG5 = 2
autoif (24005 = -98) h_S4ZG5 = 2
autoif (24005 = -20) h_S4ZG5 = 2
autoif (24005 = 71) h_S4ZG5 = 2

Variables

p400090_g1R Country of birth father respondent pParent

p400090_g2 Country of birth of respondent's father (categorized) pParent
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24008 In which country was your mother born?
Country List [999997] c

no mother/mother unknown [-20] c

Land not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (24008 = -96) goto 24009
if (24008 <> -96) goto 24015

autoif (24008 > 0 & 24008 <> 71) h_S4ZG7 = 1
autoif (24008 = -96) h_S4ZG7 = 1
autoif (24008 = 71) h_S4ZG7 = 2
autoif (24008 = -97) h_S4ZG7 = 2
autoif (24008 = -98) h_S4ZG7 = 2
autoif (24008 = -20) h_S4ZG7 = 2
autoif (h_S4ZG5 = 2 & h_S4ZG7 = 1) h_premig = 2
autoif (h_S4ZG5 = 1 & h_S4ZG7 = 2) h_premig = 3
autoif (h_S4ZG5 = 1 & h_S4ZG7 = 1 & 24008 = 24005 & 24008 > -10 & 24008 <> 71) h_premig = 4
autoif (h_S4ZG5 = 1 & h_S4ZG7 = 1 & 24008 <> 24005 & 24008 > -10 & 24008 <> 71 & 24005 <> 71) h_premig 
= 5

Variables

p400070_g1R Country of birth mother respondent pParent

p400070_g2 Country of birth of respondent's mother (categorized) pParent

24011 When did you move to Germany? Please state the month and year.
If the person has moved to Germany several times: "In that case, please tell me when you stayed in Germany for 
at least one year for the very first time." If the respondent is unsure about the month: "Please tell me roughly what 
month that was."

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 12

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

goto 24013

autoif (24011(S4ZG9J) > 0 & 24001 > 0) h_S4ZG9 = 24011(S4ZG9J) - 24001
autoif (h_S4ZG9 > 15) h_S4EH2 = 1
autoif (h_S4ZG9 <= 15) h_S4EH2 = 2
autoif (24002 = 3 & 24011(S4ZGJ) = -97, -98) h_S4EH2 = 2

Variables

p40003m Respondent's date of move to Germany (month) pParent

p40003y Respondent's date of move to Germany (year) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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24013 People come to Germany for various different reasons. Under what circumstances did 
you come to Germany at that time?

Read out the answer options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender. 
Classify the responses: 
Quota refugee if asylum seeker or refugee; classify all forms of working relationships (e.g. also intern, au pair or 
similar) if employed.
As emigrant or late emigrant [1] c

As asylum seeker or refugee [2] c

As a family member or partner [3] c

As student or study applicant [4] c

As employee [5] c

Or for another reason [6] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (24013 = 6) goto 24014
if (24013 <> 6) goto 24015

Variables

p401000 Respondent's immigration status pParent

24014 And were there any other reasons for that?

!

goto 24015

Variables

p401001_O Other reasons behind relocation to Germany pParent
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24015 Do you have the German citizenship?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Stateless [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (24015 = 1) goto 24016
if (24015 = 2) goto 24018 
if (24015 = -20) goto 24020
if (24015 = -97, -98) goto 24022Z

Variables

p401100 German citizenship respondent pParent

24016 Have you had the German citizenship since birth?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (24016 = 2) goto 24017
if (24016 <> 2) goto 24022Z

Variables

p401110 Citizenship respondent German since birth pParent

24017 When did you acquire the German citizenship? Please state the month and year.
If the respondent is unsure about the month: “Please tell me approximately which month that was.”

|___|___|  Month

Range: 1 - 12

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  Year

goto 24022Z

Variables

p40113m Date when respondent obtained German citizenship (month) pParent

p40113y Date when respondent obtained German citizenship (year) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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24018 What citizenship do you have?
[List of citizenships] [-999] c

Stateless [-20] c

Staatsangehörigkeit not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (24018 = -96) goto 24019
if (24018<> -96) goto 24020

Variables

p401150_g1R Citizenship respondent not German pParent

p401150_g2 nationality of respondent not German (categorized) pParent

24020 Do you intend to apply for the German citizenship or have you already applied for it?
yes, I plan to apply [1] c

yes, I have already applied [2] c

no, neither [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 24021

Variables

p401160 Application German citizenship respondent pParent

24021 Is your stay in Germany legally limited or legally unlimited?
A limited stay is e.g. a residence permit, visa, limited residence permit, residence approval or residence license. 
An unlimited stay is e.g. a settlement permit, right of unlimited residence or unlimited residence permit.
Legally limited [1] c

Legally unlimited [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 24022Z

Variables

p401170 Stay in Germany respondent, legally limited pParent

13_Module63_gen._C34_respondent's education
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63104 now we have some questions on your own training and education qualifications. Did 
you complete your highest general school-leaving qualification in Germany?

Please note that this does not mean vocational qualifications such as vocational training or higher education, but 
rather school-leaving qualifications, such as the leaving certificate of the Hauptschule, leaving certificate of the 
Realschule or the Abitur.
yes [1] c

no [2] c

no school-leaving qualification [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (63104 = 2) goto 63106
if (63104 = -20) goto 63105
if (63104 = 1, -97, -98) goto 63102

autoif (63104= -20) 63102 = -20

Variables

p731801 Highest educational qualification of respondent in Germany pParent

p731801_g1 Highest educational qualification of respondent in Germany 
(edited)

pParent

63105 How many years did you go to school?
If the person did not go to school, please enter 0. Please record the amount of school years, not the age in years 
upon obtaining the school-leaving qualification.

|___|___|  Years

Range: 0 - 20

goto 63112

Variables

p731822 Years gone to school pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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63102 What is your highest general school-leaving certificate?
Read out options only if necessary, allocate appropriately. If the term "Fachabitur" is given: "Does the "Fachabitur" 
allow access to higher education at a university of applied sciences or a university." If university of applied 
sciences, then allocate to category 4, if a university, then allocate to category 5. For qualifications gained abroad, 
please allocate as follows: “What would the approximate equivalent be in Germany?”
Basic leaving certificate of the Hauptschule, Volksschule, 
8th grade Polytechnische Oberschule (POS) [1]

c

Qualifying leaving certificate of the Hauptschule [2] c

Mittlere Reife (leaving certificate of Realschule, 
Wirtschaftschule, Fachschulreife, Fachoberschulreife, 10th 
grade POS) [3]

c

Fachhochschulreife, leaving certificate of the 
Fachoberschule [4]

c

General or fachgebundene Hochschulreife 
(Abitur/extended Oberschule (EOS) 12th grade) [5]

c

Leaving certificate of a special needs school [6] c

Other qualification [7] c

no school-leaving qualification [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (63102 = 7) goto 63103
if (63102 <> 7) goto 63118

Variables

p731802 Highest educational qualification of respondent type pParent

p731802_g1 Highest education qualification subject (ISCED) pParent

p731802_g2 Highest education qualification subject (CASMIN) pParent

p731802_g3 Highest education qualification subject (education years = f
(CASMIN))

pParent

63106 What country did you achieve your highest school-leaving qualification in?
Country List [999997] c

Land not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (63106 = -96) goto 63107
if (63106 <> -96) goto 63109

Variables

p731804_g1R Country of respondent’s highest school-leaving qualification pParent

p731804_g2 Country of highest educational qualification respondent 
(categorized)

pParent
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63109 And what school-leaving qualification did you obtain there and/or were you awarded 
there? If you could please tell me the equivalent German school-leaving qualification.

Basic leaving certificate of the Hauptschule, Volksschule, 
8th grade Polytechnische Oberschule (POS) [1]

c

Qualifying leaving certificate of the Hauptschule [2] c

Mittlere Reife (leaving certificate of Realschule, 
Wirtschaftschule, Fachschulreife, Fachoberschulreife, 10th 
grade POS) [3]

c

Fachhochschulreife, leaving certificate of the 
Fachoberschule [4]

c

General/fachgebundene Hochschulreife (Abitur/12th grade 
extended Oberschule) [5]

c

Leaving certificate of a special needs school [6] c

Other qualification [7] c

no school-leaving qualification [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 63110

if (63106 > 0) h_S4BA2 = 63106(Label)
if (63106 -96 & (63107 = -97, -98)) h_S4BA2 = “unbekanntes Land”
if (63106 = -96 & (63107 <> -97, -98)) h_S4BA2 = 63107
if (63106 = -97, -98) h_S4BA2 = “unbekanntes Land”

Variables

p731807 School-leaving qualifications of respondent abroad, German 
equivalent

pParent

Condition: if (63106 <> -97, -98)

63110 How many years did you go to school in <h_S4BA2> for in order to obtain this 
qualification?

Condition: if (63106 = -97, -98)

63110 How many years did you go to school to obtain this qualification?
Please state the number of school years, not the age in years at the time of obtaining the school-leaving 
qualification.

|___|___|  School years

Range: 0 - 25

goto 63111

Variables

p731808 Duration respondent's school attendance abroad in years pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (63106 <> -97, -98)

63111 With this qualification, were you entitled to study at a university or a higher education 
institution in <h_S4BA2>?

Condition: if (63106 = -97, -98)

63111 With this qualification, were you entitled to study at a university or a higher education 
institution?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 63112

Variables

p731809 Permission to study at higher education institution with foreign 
school qualif.

pParent

63112 Have you ever completed a vocational training or a higher education program?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

Variables

p731810 Vocational training / higher education respondent pParent
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Condition: if (63104 <> 2 OR (63104 = 2 & (63106 = -97, -98)))

63113 And where did you obtain your highest vocational qualification? In Germany or in 
another country?

Condition: if (63104 = 2 & (63106 <> -97, -98))

63113 And where did you obtain your highest vocational qualification? In Germany, in 
<h_S4BA2> or in another country?

In Germany [1] c

In <h_S4BA2> [2] c

In another country [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (63113 = 1) goto 63118
if (63113 <> 1) goto 63114

if (63104 <> 2) 1: in Deutschland 
if (63104 <> 2) 3: in einem anderen Land 

if (63104 = 2) 1: in Deutschland 
if (63104 = 2) 2: in <h_S4BA2>
if (63104 = 2) 3: in einem anderen Land 

Variables

p731811 Highest vocational qualification respondent in Germany or abroad pParent

63114 What type of training was that?
Please read out the options

I was trained in a company [1] c

I did a longer vocational training in a company [2] c

I attended a vocational school [3] c

c

Other [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 63128

Variables

p731812 Type of vocational training respondent pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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63128 How many years did this vocational training last?
Please record the number of training years, not the age in years upon obtaining the school-leaving qualification. If 
the respondent asks back: Years at a general educational establishment should not be included.

|___|___|  Years of training

Range: 1 - 25

goto 63127Z

Variables

p731824 Duration respondent's training abroad in years pParent

63118 What is the highest vocational qualification you have?
Please do not read out options; categorize response. If the reply is the name of an institution instead of a specific 
school-leaving qualification: "What school-leaving qualification did you obtain at this institution?” With regard to 
school-leaving qualifications that were obtained abroad, have them classified: "What would have been the 
equivalent of this school-leaving qualification in Germany?"
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Completed apprenticeship (commercial, corporate, trade-
oriented, agricultural) journey person's or assistant's 
certificate, dual vocational education and training, GDR: 
skilled worker's certificate [1]

c

Foreman's, technician's certificate [2] c

Civil service vocational training (civil service examination) 
[3]

c

Leaving qualification from a school for health care 
professionals [4]

c

Leaving certificate of Berufsfachschule or commercial 
school [5]

c

Leaving certificate of the Fachschule (also leaving 
certificate of the Fachakademie) [6]

c

Leaving certificate from a Fachschule in the former GDR 
[7]

c

Bachelor (e.g. B.A., B.Sc.) [8] c

Diplom, Master (M.A.) [9] c

Magister, Staatsexamen [10] c

Doctorate/PhD, habilitation [11] c

Berufsakademie without further specific information [12] c

College of public administration without further 
specification [13]

c

University of applied sciences, former college of 
engineering without further details [14]

c

University without further specification [15] c

Higher education degree (degree course) without further 
specification [16]

c

In-company training [17] c

GDR: Qualification as a semi-skilled worker [19] c

Other vocational qualification [21] c

no vocational qualification [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (63118 = 3) goto 63126
if (63118 = 8, 9) goto 63123
if (63118 = 10) goto 63125
if (63118 = 12, 13, 14, 15, 16) goto 63121
if (63118 = 21) goto 63119
if (63118 = 1 - 2, 4 - 7, 11, 17 - 19, -98, -97,-20) goto 63127Z

autoif (63118 = 10, 11) 63123 = 4

Variables

p731813 (Highest) professional qualification respondent pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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63121 What is the exact name of this qualification?
Please read out the options

Bachelor (e.g. B.A., B.Sc., B.Eng, LL.B) [1] c

Diplom, Master (e.g. M.A., M.Sc., LL.M) [2] c

Magister, Staatsexamen [3] c

Doctorate/PhD [4] c

Other qualification [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if ((63121 = 1, 2, -97, -98) & 63118 = 16) goto 63123
if ((63121 = 1, 2, 4, -97, -98) & 63118 <> 16) goto 63127Z
if (63121 = 3) goto 63125
if (63121 = 4) goto 63127Z
if (63121 = 5) goto 63122

autoif ((63121= 3, 4) & 63118 = 16) 63123 = 4

Variables

p731816 Type tertiary qualification respondent pParent

63123 And at which educational institution did you complete this qualification? Was that a 
university of cooperative education, a college of public administration, a university of 
applied sciences or a former college of engineering or a university?

Berufsakademie [1] c

College of public administration [2] c

University of applied sciences or former college of 
engineering [3]

c

University (including technical university, medical 
university, theological college, teacher training college, 
veterinary college as well as colleges of music and art) [4]

c

Other institution [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (63123 = 1, 2) goto 63127Z
if (63123 = 5) goto 63124
if (63123 <> 1, 2, 5) goto 63125

Variables

p731818 Type tertiary educational institution respondent pParent
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63125 Were you awarded a doctorate or are you currently working towards your doctorate?
yes, doctorate completed [1] c

yes, doctorate ongoing [2] c

no [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 63127Z

Variables

p731820 Doctorate/PhD respondent pParent

63126 Was that civil servant training for the subclerical, clerical, executive or administrative 
class of service?

Subclerical class [1] c

Clerical class [2] c

Executive class [3] c

Administrative class [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 63127Z

Variables

p731821 Civil service vocational training respondent pParent

14_Module64_gen._S34_respondent's employment

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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64101 If we now move on to your employment status. Are you currently employed full or part-
time, working “on the side” or not employed?

Employed on the side means less than 15 hours per week or minor part-time employment. If somebody has two 
half-day jobs, then they are considered to be employed full-time. Somebody in training is not defined as being 
employed.
Full-time employed [1] c

Part-time employed [2] c

Part-time employed [3] c

Unemployed [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (64101 = 1, 2, 3) goto 64102
if (64101 = 4 & (24021 = 1, -97, -98)) goto 64103
if (64101 = 4 & (24021 <> 1, -97, -98)) goto 64104
if (64101 = -97, -98) goto 64121

Variables

p731901 Employment respondent pParent

64102 How many hours a week do you work on average, including side jobs?

|___|___|  hours

more than 90 hours per week [94] c

Range: 0 - 90

if (64102 <= 0) & (64101 = 1, 2) goto 64108
if (64102 <= 0) & (64101 = 3) goto 64104
if (64102 > 0) goto 640002

Variables

p731902 Working hours respondent pParent
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640002 For some parents it is possible to care for their children during their working hours, 
e.g. when they work from home or when they can take their child to work with them. 
How many hours a week on average does your partner care for <Target child's name> 
!!while!! working?

If the respondent does not (or cannot) care for the child while working, then enter "0". If the number of hours 
varies, then ask for the average value.

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  hours

if (64101 = 1, 2) goto 64108
if (64101 = 3) goto 64104

Variables

pa06000 Respondent: Working time and childcare pParent

64103 Are you currently permitted to pursue an employment in Germany?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 64104

Variables

p401180 Right to pursue employment in Germany respondent pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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64104 What are you mainly doing at the moment?
Please categorize responses! - Only read out if necessary: “By this I mean whether you are currently 
unemployed, a housewife/man, retired, in some kind of training or similar.”
Unemployed [1] c

short-time work [2] c

1 euro job, ABM or similar BA/Jobcenter or ARGE job 
center program [3]

c

Partial retirement, regardless of phase [4] c

General school education [5] c

Vocational training [6] c

Foreman's, technician's certificate [7] c

Higher education [8] c

Doctorate/PhD [9] c

Retraining, Further education [10] c

On maternity leave / parental leave [11] c

Housewife/househusband [12] c

On sick leave / temporarily unable to work [13] c

Pensioner, (pre-) retirement [14] c

(voluntary) military or community service, federal voluntary 
service, voluntary social, ecological or european voluntary 
year [15]

c

Something else [16] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 64108

Variables

p731903 Status respondent pParent
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Condition: if (64101 = 1, 2)

64108 Please tell me what your current job is.
Condition: if (64101 = 3, 4)

64108 What was your last job:

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

Has never been employed [-20] c

if (64108 <> -20) goto 64109 
if (64108 = -20 & 64104 = 1) goto 64119
if (64108 = -20 & 64104 <> 1) goto 64121

Variables

p731904_g1 Occupation respondent (KldB 1988) pParent

p731904_g2 Occupation respondent (KldB 2010) pParent

p731904_g3 Occupation respondent (ISCO-88) pParent

p731904_g4 Occupation respondent (ISCO-08) pParent

p731904_g5 Occupation respondent (ISEI-88) pParent

p731904_g6 Occupation respondent (SIOPS-88) pParent

p731904_g7 Occupation respondent (MPS) pParent

p731904_g8 Occupation respondent (EGP) pParent

p731904_g9 Occupation respondent (BLK) pParent

p731904_g14 Occupation respondent (ISEI-08) pParent

p731904_g15 Occupation respondent (CAMSIS) pParent

p731904_g16 Occupation respondent (SIOPS-08) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97)

64109 What professional status do you have there? Are you...
Condition: if (64101 = 3, 4)

64109 What professional status did you have there? Were you...
Please read out the options. In the case of temporary employment or seasonal work: “What position did you 
mainly hold at the firm where you were temporarily employed?” Please adapt the formulation of the answer 
categories to the gender. If the respondent becomes irritated or complains: “As you are taking part in this survey 
for the first time, it is important that we obtain this information from you. It is possible that you have already 
answered similar questions in a different context during this interview. Nevertheless, we would like you to answer 
the questions we ask about your employment.”
Worker [1] c

Employee (including civil service employee) [2] c

Civil servant (including judges) [3] c

Regular or professional soldier [4] c

Self-employed (e.g., a person working as a self-employed 
professional (e.g., doctors, lawyers or architects), in 
agriculture, in commerce, in a trade, in industry, in the 
service industry) [5]

c

Assisting family member [6] c

Freelancer [7] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

Variables

p731905 Professional status respondent pParent
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Condition: if (64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97)

64110 What kind of professional status is that exactly?
Condition: if (64101 = 3, 4)

64110 What kind of professional status was that exactly?
Please read out the options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender.

Unskilled worker [10] c

Semi-skilled worker [11] c

Skilled worker, journeyman [12] c

Foreman, Column Leader, Brigadier [13] c

Foreman/construction foreman [14] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 64116

Variables

p731906 Exact professional position respondent – worker pParent

Condition: if (64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97)

64111 What kind of job is it exactly?
Condition: if (64101 = 3, 4)

64111 What kind of job was it exactly?
Please read out the options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender.

Simple job (e.g. salesperson) [20] c

Qualified job (e.g., clerk, engineering draftsman) [21] c

Highly qualified occupation or leading position, e.g. 
engineer, research assistant, department manager [22]

c

Occupation with extensive management tasks, e.g., 
director, managing director, member of the management 
board [23]

c

Industry master and foreman [24] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (64111 = 23) goto 64117
if (64111 <> 23) goto 64116

autoif (64111 = 23) 64116 = 1

Variables

p731907 Exact professional position respondent – employee pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97)

64112 In which civil service category are you there exactly?
Condition: if (64101 = 3, 4)

64112 In which civil service category were you there exactly?
Please read out the options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender.

Sub-clerical class (up to and including Oberamtsmeister 
[civil servant in the pay bracket A5]) [30]

c

Middle grade civil servant (from Assistant [civil servant in 
the pay bracket A5] up to and including Hauptsekretär 
[civil servant in the pay bracket A8] or Amtsinspektor [civil 
servant in the pay bracket A9] [31]

c

Executive class (from Inspektor [civil servant in the pay 
bracket A9] to Amtsrat [civil servant in the pay bracket 
A12] or Oberamtsrat [civil servant in the pay bracket A13] 
and elementary as well as basic and intermediate 
secondary school teachers) [32]

c

Administrative class, judge (from Regierungsrat [civil 
servant in the pay bracket A13] and higher, e.g. Studienrat 
[junior position held by school teachers upon career entry]) 
[33]

c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 64116

Variables

p731908 Exact professional position respondent – civil service category pParent
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Condition: if ((64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97) & 01112 = 1)

64113 What is your rank as a regular or professional soldier?
Condition: if ((64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97) & 01112  <> 1)

64113 What is your rank as a regular or professional soldier?
Condition: if ((64101 = 3, 4) & 01112  = 1)

64113 What was your rank as a regular or professional soldier?
Condition: if ((64101 = 3, 4) & 01112  <> 1)

64113 What was your rank as a regular or professional soldier?
Please read out the options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender.

Military team rank [40] c

non-commissioned officer (corporal, sergeant, sergeant 
major, staff sergeant) [41]

c

Officer (lieutenant, captain) [42] c

Staff officer (major and above) [43] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 64116

Variables

p731909 Exact professional position respondent – professional / regular 
soldier

pParent

Condition: if (64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97)

64114 In which sector are you self-employed: in a profession (e.g. as a doctor, lawyer or 
architect), in agriculture or in another sector (e.g. in trade, commerce, industry or the 
services sector)?

Condition: if (64101 = 3, 4)

64114 In which sector were you self-employed: in a profession (e.g. as a doctor, lawyer or 
architect), in agriculture or in another sector (e.g. in trade, commerce, industry or the 
services sector)?

Self-employed in an academic self-employed profession, 
e.g. doctor, lawyer, architect [51]

c

Self-employed in agriculture [52] c

Self-employed in trade, commerce, industry, services; 
other form of self-employment or other entrepreneurship 
[53]

c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 64115

Variables

p731910 Exact professional position respondent – self-employed pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97)

64115 How many employees do you have?
Condition: if (64101 = 3, 4)

64115 How many employees did you have?
Read out the options only if necessary.

none [0] c

1 to less than 5 [1] c

5 to less than 10 [2] c

10 to less than 20 [3] c

20 to less than 50 [4] c

50 to less than 100 [5] c

100 to less than 200 [6] c

200 to less than 250 [7] c

250 to less than 500 [8] c

500 to less than 1,000 [9] c

1,000 to less than 2,000 [10] c

2,000 and more [11] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (h_S4EH2 = 1) goto 64118
if (h_S4EH2 = 2 & 64104 = 1) goto 64119
if (h_S4EH2 = 2 & 64104 <> 1) goto 64121

Variables

p731911_R Number of employees respondent pParent

p731911_D Number of employees respondent (aggregated) pParent
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Condition: if (64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97)

64116 Do you work in a managerial position?
Condition: if (64101 = 3, 4)

64116 Did you work in a managerial position?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (64116 = 1) goto 64117
if (64116 <> 1 & h_S4EH2 = 1) goto 64118
if (64116 <> 1 & h_S4EH2 = 2 & 64104 = 1) goto 64119
if (64116 <> 1 & h_S4EH2 = 2 & 64104 <> 1) goto 64121

Variables

p731912 Managerial position respondent pParent

Condition: if (64101 = 1, 2, -98, -97)

64117 How many employees report to you?
Condition: if (64101 = 3, 4)

64117 How many employees reported to you?
The term 'report to you' means that you hold managerial responsibility for these people.

0 [1] c

1-2 [2] c

3 to 9 [3] c

10 and more [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (h_S4EH2 = 1) goto 64118
if (h_S4EH2 = 2 & 64104 = 1) goto 64119
if (h_S4EH2 = 2 & 64104 <> 1) goto 64121

Variables

p731913 Number of employees respondent has managerial authority over pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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64118 What would you say: Compared to the professional situation in your home country, is 
your situation much worse, worse, the same, better or much better?

Worsened a lot [1] c

Worsened [2] c

Remained the same [3] c

Improved [4] c

Improved a lot [5] c

was not employed in country of origin [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (64104 = 1) goto 64119
if (64104 <> 1) goto 64121

Variables

p401200 Comparison: current profess. situation - profess. situation resp. 
home country

pParent

64119 Are you currently registered as unemployed?
In case of questions regarding being registered unemployed: "By being registered I would like to know whether 
you are registered unemployed at the Federal Agency for Employment."
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 64120

Variables

p731914 Registered unemployed respondent pParent
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Condition: if (64119 = 1)

64120 Since when have you been registered as unemployed? Please state the month and 
year.

Condition: if (64119 <> 1)

64120 Since when have you been unemployed? Please state the month and year.
If the respondent is unsure about the month: “Please tell me approximately which month that was.”

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 12

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

goto 64121

Variables

p73191m Start: unemployment (month) pParent

p73191y Start: unemployment (year) pParent

64121 Do you currently receive one of the following government benefits: Unemployment 
compensation II or social money under the Hartz IV program or social welfare?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 64122Z

Variables

p731915 Government benefits respondent pParent

15_Module31_gen._E1_competence breakX2

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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310201 I will now ask you a few questions which are very important in terms of evaluating the 
games we've just performed. Measured on a normal day: How long does <Target 
child's name> sit on !!your!! lap?

Read out the options. Please address this question to the person who had the child sitting on their lap during 
"Looking at pictures". If "Playing with mother" was performed, then address this question to the mother/person 
who was questioned in the interview. It doesn't matter whether the child is being held or is sitting freely.
not at all [1] c

Less than half an hour per day in total [2] c

more than half an hour per day in total [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 310202

Variables

pa08010 child's average amount of time of sitting on the lap pParent

310202 There are some children who already have severe visual, hearing or even physical 
impairments at this age. Are you aware of <Target child's name> having any 
impairment in this regard?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (310202 = 1) goto 310203
if (310202 = 2, -97, -98) goto 310205

Variables

p524420 Known health restrictions pParent
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310203 [MR] Which limitations does <Target child's name> have?
not specified 

[0] Specified [1]

1: Severe visual impairments c c

2: Severe hearing impairments c c

3: Severe motor impairments c c

4: Congenital disorders (e.g.: Down's 
syndrome)

c c

5: Other impairments c c

Refused c c

Don't know c c

if (E1X2KT0203_05 = 0) goto 310205
if (E1X2KT0203_05 = 1) goto 310204

Variables

p524421 Known health restrictions: visual impairments pParent

p524422 Known health restrictions: hearing impairments pParent

p524423 Known health restrictions: motoric disability pParent

p524424 Known health restrictions: genetic disorder pParent

p524425 Known health restrictions: other restrictions pParent

310204 Which other impairments are you aware of <Target child's name> having?

!

goto 310205

Variables

p524428_O Type of health impairment: other pParent

p524428_g1 Known health restrictions other (response 1, ICD-10, level 1) pParent

p524428_g2 Known health restrictions other (response 1, ICD-10, level 2) pParent

p524428_g3 Type of other disabilities (response 2, ICD-10, level 1) pParent

p524428_g4 Type of other disabilities (response 2, ICD-10, level 2) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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310205 Would you describe <Target child's name>'s behavior during the games as typical or 
not?

Read out the options.

Typical [1] c

not typical [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (h_XKTDF2 <> 1) goto 310207
if (h_XKTDF2 = 1) goto 310201Z

Variables

pa08020 Self-evaluation of the person concerning the child's behavior 
during direct measure

pParent

310207 And what about yourself? Would you describe your own behavior when you were just 
playing with <Target child's name> as typical or not?

Read out the options.

Typical [1] c

not typical [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 310201Z

Variables

pa08030 Self-evaluation of person concerning his/her own behavior during 
direct measure

pParent

16_Module14_S4_S4_segmented_assimilation
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140001 Your mother and father were born in different countries. Which country do you feel 
closer to - the country of birth of your mother or your father?

Country of birth mother [1] c

Country of birth father [2] c

Respondent disagrees [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (140001 = 1, 2) goto 140002
if (140001 = -20, -97, -98) goto 140001Z

Variables

p42100x Selection country of birth mother or father pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (h_premig = 1)

140002 How often have you visited your country of origin since you moved to Germany?
Condition: if (h_premig = 2)

140002 Your mother was not born in Germany, but immigrated here. How often have you 
visited your mother's country of origin?

Condition: if (h_premig = 3)

140002 Your father was not born in Germany, but immigrated here. How often have you visited 
your father's country of origin?

Condition: if (h_premig = 4)

140002 Neither your mother nor your father were born in Germany, but immigrated here. How 
often have you visited your parents' country of origin?

Condition: if (h_premig = 5)

140002 Neither your mother nor your father were born in Germany, but both came from 
different countries. How often have you visited your mother's or your father's country 
of origin? I'm interested in the country that you've visited more often.

never before [1] c

One to five times [2] c

Six to seven times [3] c

Eleven to 15 times [4] c

more than 15 times [5] c

Respondent disagrees [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if 140002= -20 goto 140001Z
if 140002 <> -20 goto 140003

Variables

p421000 Visits in country of origin pParent
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140003 What is your situation at the present time: How long are you likely to live in Germany?
I will stay here for ever.  [1] c

I will leave Germany within the next three years. [2] c

I will definitely leave Germany some time, but not within 
the next three years.  [3]

c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 140004

Variables

p421010 How long are you likely to live in Germany? pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (h_premig = 1)

140004 How many people in your neighborhood or their parents are from the same country of 
origin as you and immigrated to Germany? Would your response be…

Condition: if (h_premig = 2)

140004 How many people in your neighborhood or their parents are from the same country of 
origin as your mother and immigrated to Germany? Would your response be…

Condition: if (h_premig = 3)

140004 How many people in your neighborhood or their parents are from the same country of 
origin as your father and immigrated to Germany? Would your response be…

Condition: if (h_premig = 4)

140004 How many people in your neighborhood or their parents are from the same country of 
origin as your parents and immigrated to Germany? Would your response be…

Condition: if (h_premig = 5 &  140001 = 1)

140004 How many people in your neighborhood or their parents are from the same country of 
origin as your mother and immigrated to Germany? Would your response be…

Condition: if (h_premig = 5 &  140001 = 2)

140004 How many people in your neighborhood or their parents are from the same country of 
origin as your father and immigrated to Germany? Would your response be…

none [1] c

1 to 10 per cent [2] c

11 to 20 percent [3] c

21 to 30 per cent [4] c

31 to 40 percent [5] c

more than 40 percent [6] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 140001Z

Variables

p421020 Percentage of people in the neighborhood from the same country 
of origin

pParent

17_Module26_gen._S34_partner's sociodemographics
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26001 now I would like to get some details about your partner. What year was your partner 
born in?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26001 now I would like to get some details about your partner. What year was your partner 
born in?

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

goto 26002

Variables

p73175y Partner's year of birth pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26002 Where was your partner born?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26002 Where was your partner born?
In Germany / within the current borders of Germany [1] c

In Germany's former eastern territories [2] c

abroad / in another country [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (26002 = 3) goto 26003
if (26002 = 2) goto 26009
if (26002 = 1 & 26001 = -97,-98) 26023
if (26002 = 1 & 26001 < 1950 & 26001 <> -97,-98) goto 26009
if (26002 = 1 & 26001 > 1949) 26023
if (26002 =  -98, -97) goto 26009

autoif (26002 <> 3) h_S4PS38 = 2

if (26001 > 1949) 1: in Deutschland 
if (26001 > 1949) 3: im Ausland

if (26001 < 1950) 1: im Gebiet des heutigen Deutschlands
if (26001 < 1950) 2: in früheren deutschen Ostgebieten
if (26001 < 1950) 3: in einem anderen Land

Variables

p403000 Country of birth partner (Germany / abroad) pParent

p403000_g1 Country of birth of partner (Germany/abroad; edited) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (26001 > 1989)

26023 And was this in the new or in the old federal states?
Condition: if (26001 < 1990)

26023 And was this in the former GDR or in the Federal Republic of Germany?
In the new federal states (including East Berlin) / in the 
GDR (including East Berlin) [1]

c

In the old federal states (including West Berlin) / in the 
Federal Republic of Germany (including West Berlin) [2]

c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 26009

if (26001 > 1989) 1: in den neuen Bundesländern (einschließlich Berlin-Ost)
if (26001 > 1989) 2: in den alten Bundesländern (einschließlich Berlin-West)

if (26001 < 1990) 1: in der DDR (einschließlich Berlin-Ost)
if (26001 < 1990) 2: in der Bundesrepublik (einschließlich Berlin-West)

Variables

p403015 Partner born in East or West Germany? pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26003 In which country was your partner born?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26003 In which country was your partner born?
Country List [999997] c

Land not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (26003 = -96) goto 26004
if (26003 <> -96) goto 26006

Variables

p403010_g1R Country of birth partner pParent

p403010_g2 Country of birth of partner (categorized) pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26006 At what age did your partner move to Germany?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26006 At what age did your partner move to Germany?
If the respondent is unsure about the age: "Please tell me approximately what age that was."

|___|___|___|  

Partner has never moved to Germany [-20] c

Range: 0 - 100

if (26006 = -20) goto 26013
if (26006 <> -20) goto 26007

autoif (26003 > 0) h_S4PS2 = 26003(Label)
autoif (26003 = -97, -98) h_S4PS2 = “unbekanntes Land”
autoif (26003 = -96 & (26004 <> -97, -98)) h_S4PS2 = 26004
autoif (26003 = -96 & (26004 = -97, -98)) h_S4PS2 = “unbekanntes Land”
autoif (26006 > 15) h_S4PS38 = 1
autoif (26006 <= 15) h_S4PS38 = 2
autoif (26002 = 3 & 26006 = -97, -98, -20.) h_S4PS38 = 2

Variables

p403030 Age of partner when moving to Germany pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26007 People come to Germany for various different reasons. Under what circumstances did 
your partner come to Germany at that time?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26007 People come to Germany for various different reasons. Under what circumstances did 
your partner come to Germany at that time?

Read out the answer options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender. 
Classify the responses: Quota refugee if asylum seeker or refugee; classify all forms of working relationships (e.g. 
also intern, au pair or similar) if employed.
As emigrant or late emigrant [1] c

As asylum seeker or refugee [2] c

As a family member or partner [3] c

As student or study applicant [4] c

As employee [5] c

Or for another reason [6] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (26007 = 6) goto 26008
if (26007 <> 6) goto 26013

Variables

p403040 Partner's immigration status pParent

26008 And were there any other reasons for that?

!

goto 26013

Variables

p403041_O Other reasons behind partner's relocation to Germany pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26009 In which country was your partner's father born?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26009 In which country was your partner's father born?
If the territory in which your partner's father was born belonged to Germany at the time of his birth, "Germany" 
should be entered as the country of birth.
Country List [999997] c

Father absent / unknown [-20] c

Land not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (26009 = -96) goto 26010
if (26009 <> -96) goto 26011

Variables

p403090_g1R Country of birth father partner pParent

p403090_g2 Country of birth of partner's father (categorized) pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26011 In which country was your partner's mother born?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26011 In which country was your partner's mother born?
If the territory in which your partner's father was born belonged to Germany at the time of his birth, "Germany" 
should be entered as the country of birth.
Country List [999997] c

no mother/mother unknown [-20] c

Land not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (26011 = -96) goto 26012
if (26011 <> -96) goto 26013

Variables

p403070_g1R Country of birth mother partner pParent

p403070_g2 Country of birth of partner's mother (categorized) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26013 Does your partner have the German citizenship?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26013 Does your partner have the German citizenship?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Stateless [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (26013 = 1) goto 26014
if (26013 = 2) goto 26016
if (26013 = -97, -98, -20) 26019Z

Variables

p404000 German citizenship partner pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26014 Has your partner had German citizenship since birth?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26014 Has your partner had German citizenship since birth?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (26014 = 2) goto 26015
if (26014 <> 2) goto 26019Z

Variables

p404010 German citizenship partner since birth pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26015 When did your partner obtain German citizenship? Please state the month and the 
year!

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26015 When did your partner obtain German citizenship? Please state the month and the 
year!

If the respondent is unsure about the month: “Please tell me approximately which month that was.”

|___|___|  Month

Range: 1 - 12

|___|___|___|___|  Year

Range: 1,900 - 9,999

goto 26019Z

Variables

p40403m Acquistion German nationality partner, date (month) pParent

p40403y Acquisition German nationality partner, date (year) pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26016 What citizenship does your partner have?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26016 What citizenship does your partner have?
List of nationalities [99997] c

Stateless [-20] c

Staatsangehörigkeitsliste not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (26016 = -96) goto 26017
if (26016 <> -96) goto 26018

Variables

p404050_g1R Other nationality partner pParent

p404050_g2 other nationality of partner (categorized) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

26018 Is your partner’s residency in Germany legally limited or legally unlimited? 
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

26018 Is your partner’s residency in Germany legally limited or legally unlimited?
“A limited stay is, e.g. a residence permit, visa, limited residency permit, residence approval or residence title for 
exceptional purposes. An unlimited stay is, e.g. a settlement permit, permanent residency permit or unlimited 
residency permit.”
Legally limited [1] c

Legally unlimited [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 26019Z

Variables

p404070 Stay in Germany partner legally limited pParent

18_Module66_aggl._S34_partner's education

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

66104 now a few questions about your partner’s training qualifications: Did your partner 
complete the highest general school qualification in Germany?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

66104 now a few questions about your partner’s training qualifications: Did your partner 
complete the highest general school qualification in Germany?

Please note that this does not mean vocational qualifications such as vocational training or higher education, but 
rather school-leaving qualifications, such as the leaving certificate of the Hauptschule, leaving certificate of the 
Realschule or the Abitur.
yes [1] c

no [2] c

no school-leaving qualification [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (66104 = 2) goto 66106
if (66104 = -20) goto 66105
if (66104 = 1, -97, -98) goto 66102

autoif (66104 = -20) 66102 = -20

Variables

p731851 Highest educational qualification in Germany partner pParent

p731851_g1 Highest educational qualification in Germany partner (edited) pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

66105 How many years did your partner go to school for?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

66105 How many years did your partner go to school for?
If the partner did not go to school, please enter a 0. Please record the number of school years, not the age in 
years at the moment of graduation.

|___|___|  Years

Range: 0 - 20

goto 66112

Variables

p731872 Partner: Number of years at school pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

66102 What is the highest level of general school-leaving qualification that your partner has?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

66102 What is the highest level of general school-leaving qualification that your partner has?
Only read out options if necessary, have answers categorized. If Fachabitur (advanced technical college entrance 
qualification) is specified: “Does this qualify for admission to higher education at a Fachhochschule (university of 
applied sciences) or at a university?” - If Fachhochschule is specified, then assign answer to category 4, if 
university is specified, assign answer to category 5. With regard to school-leaving qualifications that were obtained 
abroad, have answers classified: “What would have been the approximate equivalent of this school-leaving 
qualification in Germany?”
Basic leaving certificate of the Hauptschule, Volksschule, 
8th grade Polytechnische Oberschule (POS) [1]

c

Qualifying leaving certificate of the Hauptschule [2] c

Mittlere Reife (leaving certificate of Realschule, 
Wirtschaftschule, Fachschulreife, Fachoberschulreife, 10th 
grade POS) [3]

c

Fachhochschulreife, leaving certificate of the 
Fachoberschule [4]

c

General/fachgebundene Hochschulreife (Abitur/12th grade 
extended Oberschule) [5]

c

Leaving certificate of a special needs school [6] c

Other qualification [7] c

no school-leaving qualification [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (66102 = 7) goto 66103
if (66102 <> 7) goto 66118

Variables

p731852 Highest educational qualification partner, type pParent

p731852_g1 Highest education qualification partner (ISCED) pParent

p731852_g2 Highest education qualification partner (CASMIN) pParent

p731852_g3 Highest education qualification partner (education years = f
(CASMIN))

pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

66106 What country did your partner achieve their highest school-leaving qualification in?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

66106 What country did your partner achieve their highest school-leaving qualification in?
Country List [999997] c

Land not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (66106 = -96) goto 66107
if (66106 <> -96) goto 66109

if (66106 > 0) h_S4PS19 = 66106(Label)
if (66106 = -97,-98) h_S4PS19 = “unbekanntes Land”

Variables

p731854_g1R Country of partner’s highest school-leaving qualification pParent

p731854_g2 Country of highest educational qualification partner (categorized) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (66106 <> -97, -98))

66109 And what school-leaving qualifications did your partner obtain in <h_S4PS19> and/or 
was he awarded there? If you could please tell me the equivalent German school-
leaving qualification.

Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (66106 = -97, -98))

66109 And what school-leaving qualifications did your partner obtain and/or was he 
awarded? If you could please tell me the equivalent German school-leaving 
qualification.

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (66106 <> -97, -98))

66109 And what school-leaving qualification did your partner obtain in <h_S4PS19> and/or 
was she awarded there? If you could please tell me the equivalent German school-
leaving qualification.

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (66106 = -97, -98))

66109 And what school-leaving qualification did your partner obtain and/or was she 
awarded? If you could please tell me the equivalent German school-leaving 
qualification.

Please read out the options.

Basic school-leaving certificate of the 
Hauptschule/Volksschule [1]

c

Qualifying leaving certificate of the Hauptschule [2] c

Certificate of intermediate secondary education 
(Realschule, Wirtschaftsschule, entrance qualification for 
universities of applied sciences or leaving certificate of a 
Fachoberschule, Berufsfachschule, Fachoberschulreife, 
10th grade Polytechnische Oberschule (POS) [3]

c

Fachhochschulreife, leaving certificate of the 
Fachoberschule  [4]

c

General or fachgebundene Hochschulreife (Abitur/12th 
grade extended Oberschule) [5]

c

Leaving certificate of a special needs school [6] c

Other qualification [7] c

no school-leaving qualification [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 66110

Variables

p731857 School-leaving qualifications of partner abroad, German 
equivalent

pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (66106 <> -97, -98))

66110 How many years did your partner go to school in <h_S4PS19> to obtain this 
qualification?

Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (66106 = -97, -98))

66110 How many years did your partner attend school in order to acquire this leaving 
qualification?

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (66106 <> -97, -98))

66110 How many years did your partner go to school in <h_S4PS19> to obtain this 
qualification?

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (66106 = -97, -98))

66110 How many years did your partner attend school in order to acquire this leaving 
qualification?

Please state the number of school years, not the age in years at the time of obtaining the school-leaving 
qualification.

|___|___|  School years

Range: 0 - 25

goto 66111

Variables

p731858 Duration of partner's school attendance abroad in years pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (66106 <> -97, -98))

66111 With this qualification, was your partner entitled to study at a higher education 
institution or a university in <h_S4PS19>?

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (66106 <> -97, -98))

66111 With this qualification, was your partner entitled to study at a higher education 
institution or a university in <h_S4PS19>?

Condition:  if (25004 <> 2 & (66106 = -97, -98))

66111 With this qualification, was your partner entitled to study at a higher education 
institution or a university?

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (66106 = -97, -98))

66111 With this qualification, was your partner entitled to study at a higher education 
institution or a university?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 66112

Variables

p731859 Permission to study at higher education institution with foreign 
school qualif.

pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

66112 Has your partner ever completed any vocational training or higher education?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

66112 Has your partner ever completed any vocational training or higher education?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (66112 = 1) goto 66113
if (66112 = 2, -97, -98) goto 66127Z

autoif (66112 = 2) 66118 = -20

Variables

p731860 Vocational training / higher education partner pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (66104 = -20 OR (66104 = 2 & (66106 = -97, -98))))

66113 And where did your partner obtain their highest vocational qualification? In Germany 
or in another country?

Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & 66104 <> -20 & (66106 <> -97, -98))

66113 And where did your partner obtain his highest vocational qualification? In Germany, in 
<h_S4PS19> or in another country?

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (66104 = -20 OR (66104 = 2 & (66106 = -97, -98))))

66113 And where did your partner obtain their highest vocational qualification? In Germany 
or in another country?

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & 66104 <> -20 & (66106 <> -97, -98))

66113 And where did your partner obtain his highest vocational qualification? In Germany, in 
<h_S4PS19> or in another country?

In Germany [1] c

In <h_S4PS19> [2] c

In another country [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (66113 <> 1) goto 66114
if (66113 = 1) goto 66118

if ((66104 = -20) OR (66106 = -97, -98)) 1: in Deutschland 
if ((66104 = -20) OR (66106 = -97, -98)) 3: in einem anderen Land 

if ((66104 = 2) & (66106 <> -97, -98)) 1: in Deutschland 
if ((66104 = 2) & (66106 <> -97, -98)) 2: in <h_S4PS19>
if ((66104 = 2) & (66106 <> -97, -98)) 3: in einem anderen Land 

Variables

p731861 Highest vocational qualification partner in Germany or abroad pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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66114 What type of training was that?
Please read out the options.

He / she was taught on the job [1] c

He / she underwent extended training on the job [2] c

He / she attended a vocational school [3] c

He / she attended a college / university [4] c

Other [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 160001

if (25004 <> 2) 1: Er wurde in einem Betrieb angelernt
if (25004 <> 2) 2: Er hat in einem Betrieb eine längere Ausbildung gemacht
if (25004 <> 2) 3: Er hat eine berufsbildende Schule besucht
if (25004 <> 2) 4: Er hat eine Hochschule/Universität besucht
if (25004 <> 2) 5: Sonstiges

if (25004 = 2) 1: Sie wurde in einem Betrieb angelernt
if (25004 = 2) 2: Sie hat in einem Betrieb eine längere Ausbildung gemacht
if (25004 = 2) 3: Sie hat eine berufsbildende Schule besucht
if (25004 = 2) 4: Sie hat eine Hochschule/Universität besucht
if (25004 = 2) 5: Sonstiges

Variables

p731862 Type of vocational training partner pParent

160001 How many years did this training last?
Please record the number of training years, not the age in years upon obtaining the school-leaving qualification. If 
the respondent asks back: Years at a general educational establishment should not be included.

|___|___|  Years of training

Range: 0 - 25

goto 66127Z

Variables

p731874 Duration of the partner's training abroad in years pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

66118 Which is your partner's highest vocational qualification?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

66118 Which is your partner's highest vocational qualification?
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Completion of a vocational training (administrative, 
company, industraining, agricultural) journeyperson's 
certificate, dual vocational education and training, GDR: 
Skilled worker's certificate [1]

c

Foreman's, technician's certificate [2] c

Civil service vocational training (civil service examination) 
[3]

c

Leaving qualification from a school for health care 
professionals [4]

c

Leaving certificate of Berufsfachschule or commercial 
school [5]

c

Leaving certificate of the Fachschule (also leaving 
certificate of the Fachakademie) [6]

c

Leaving certificate from a Fachschule in the former GDR 
[7]

c

Bachelor (e.g. B.A., B.Sc.) [8] c

Diplom, Master (M.A.) [9] c

Magister, Staatsexamen [10] c

Doctorate/PhD, habilitation [11] c

Berufsakademie, cooperative state university not specified 
[12]

c

College of public administration without further 
specification [13]

c

University of applied sciences, former college of 
engineering without further specification [14]

c

University without further specification [15] c

Higher education degree (degree course) without further 
specification [16]

c

In-company training [17] c

GDR: Qualification as a semi-skilled worker [19] c

Other vocational qualification [21] c

no vocational qualification [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (66118 = 3) goto 66126
if (66118 = 8, 9) goto 66123
if (66118 = 10) goto 66125
if (66118 = 12, 13, 14, 15, 16) goto 66121
if (66118 = 21) goto 66119
if (66118 = 1 - 2, 4, - 7, 11, 17 - 19, -98, -97, -20) goto 66127Z

autoif (66118 = 10, 11) 66123 = 4

Variables

p731863 (Highest) professional qualification partner pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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66121 What is the exact name of this qualification?
Please read out the options

Bachelor (e.g. B.A., B.Sc., B.Eng, LL.B) [1] c

Diplom, Master (e.g. M.A., M.Sc., LL.M) [2] c

Magister, Staatsexamen [3] c

Doctorate/PhD [4] c

Other qualification [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if ((66121 = 1, 2, -97, -98) & 66118 = 16) goto 66123
if ((66121 = 1, 2, 4, -97, -98) & 66118 <> 16) goto 66127Z
if (66121 = 3) goto 66125
if (66121 = 4) goto 66127Z
if (66121 = 5) goto 66122

autoif ((66121 = 3, 4) & 66118 = 16) 66123 = 4

Variables

p731866 Type tertiary qualification partner pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

66123 And at which institution did your partner obtain this qualification? Was that a 
Berufsakademie, a college of public administration, a university of applied sciences or 
former college of engineering or a university?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

66123 And at which institution did your partner obtain this qualification? Was that a 
Berufsakademie, a college of public administration, a university of applied sciences or 
former college of engineering or a university?

At a Berufsakademie [1] c

At a college of public administration [2] c

At a university of applied sciences and/or former college of 
engineering [3]

c

At a university (including a college of technology, 
medicine, theology, education, veterinary medicine, music 
or art) [4]

c

Other institution [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (66123 = 1, 2) goto 66127Z
if (66123 = 5) goto 66124
if (66123 <> 1, 2, 5) goto 66125

Variables

p731868 Type tertiary educational institution partner pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

66125 Has he completed a doctorate or are they currently in the process of completing a 
doctorate?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

66125 Has she completed a doctorate or are they currently in the process of completing a 
doctorate?

yes, doctorate completed [1] c

yes, doctorate ongoing [2] c

no [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 66127Z

Variables

p731870 Doctorate/PhD partner pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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66126 Was that civil servant training for the subclerical, clerical, executive or administrative 
class of service?

Subclerical class [1] c

Clerical class [2] c

Executive class [3] c

Administrative class [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 66127Z

Variables

p731871 Civil service vocational training partner pParent

19_Module67_gen._S34_partner's employment

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

67101 Is your partner currently employed full-time, part-time, with a side job or is he 
unemployed?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

67101 Is your partner currently employed full-time, part-time, with a side job or is he 
unemployed?

Full-time employed [1] c

Part-time employed [2] c

Part-time employed [3] c

Unemployed [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (67101 = 1, 2, 3) goto 67102 
if (67101 = 4 & (26018 = 1,-97,-98)) goto 67103 
if (67101 = 4 & (26018 <> 1,-97,-98)) goto 67104 
if (67101 = -97, -98) goto 67121 

Variables

p731951 Employment partner pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

67102 How many hours a week does your partner work on average, including side jobs?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

67102 How many hours a week does your partner work on average, including side jobs?

|___|___|  hours

more than 90 hours per week [94] c

Range: 0 - 90

if (67102 <= 0) & 67101 = 1, 2) goto 67108
if (67102 <= 0) & 67101 = 3) goto 67104
if (67102 > 0) goto 670002

Variables

p731952 Working hours partner pParent

670002 For some parents it is possible to care for their children during their working hours, 
e.g. when they work from home or when they can take their child to work with them. 
How many hours a week on average does your partner care for <Target child's name> 
!!while!! working?

If the partner does not (or cannot) care for the child while working, enter "0". If the number of hours varies, then 
ask for the average value.

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  hours

if (67101 = 1, 2) goto 67108 
if (67101 = 3) goto 67104 

Variables

pa07000 Partner: Working time and childcare pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

67103 Is your partner currently permitted to pursue an employment in Germany?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

67103 Is your partner currently permitted to pursue an employment in Germany?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 67104

Variables

p404080 Partner’s right to enter employment in Germany pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

67104 What is your partner mainly doing at the moment?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

67104 What is your partner mainly doing at the moment?
Please categorize responses! - Only read out if necessary: “By this I mean whether your partner is currently 
unemployed, a housewife/man, retired, in some kind of training or similar.”
Unemployed [1] c

short-time work [2] c

1 euro job, ABM or similar BA/Jobcenter or ARGE job 
center program [3]

c

Partial retirement, regardless of phase [4] c

General school education [5] c

Vocational training [6] c

Foreman's, technician's certificate [7] c

Higher education [8] c

Doctorate/PhD [9] c

Retraining, Further education [10] c

On maternity leave / parental leave [11] c

Housewife/househusband [12] c

On sick leave / temporarily unable to work [13] c

Pensioner, (pre-) retirement [14] c

(voluntary) military or community service, federal voluntary 
service, voluntary social, ecological or european voluntary 
year [15]

c

Something else [16] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 67108

Variables

p731953 Status partner pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67108 Please tell me what his current job is.
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67108 Please tell me what her current job is.
Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67108 What was his last job:
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67108 What was her last job:

!

Has never been employed [-20] c

if (67108 <> -20) goto 67109 
if (67108 = -20 & 67104 = 1) goto 67119 
if (67108 = -20 & 67104 <> 1) goto 67121 

Variables

p731954_g1 Occupation partner (KldB 1988) pParent

p731954_g2 Occupation partner (KldB 2010) pParent

p731954_g3 Occupation partner (ISCO-88) pParent

p731954_g4 Occupation partner (ISCO-08) pParent

p731954_g5 Occupation partner (ISEI-88) pParent

p731954_g6 Occupation partner (SIOPS-88) pParent

p731954_g7 Occupation partner (MPS) pParent

p731954_g8 Occupation partner (EGP) pParent

p731954_g9 Occupation partner (BLK) pParent

p731954_g14 Occupation partner (ISEI-08) pParent

p731954_g15 Occupation partner (CAMSIS) pParent

p731954_g16 Occupation partner (SIOPS-08) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67109 What professional status does he have there? Is he...
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67109 What professional status does she have there? Is she...
Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67109 What professional status did he have there? Was he...
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67109 What professional status did she have there? Was she...
Worker [1] c

Employee (including civil service employee) [2] c

Civil servant (including judges) [3] c

Regular or professional soldier [4] c

Self-employed (e.g., a person working as a self-employed 
professional (e.g., doctors, lawyers or architects), in 
agriculture, in commerce, in a trade, in industry, in the 
service industry) [5]

c

Assisting family member [6] c

Freelancer [7] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (67109 = 1) goto 67110
if (67109 = 2) goto 67111
if (67109 = 3) goto 67112
if (67109 = 4) goto 67113
if (67109 = 5) goto 67114
if (67109 = 6, 7, -97, -98) goto 67116

Variables

p731955 Professional status partner pParent
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Condition: if (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98)

67110 What kind of professional status is that exactly?
Condition: if (67101 = 3, 4)

67110 What kind of professional status was that exactly?
Please read out the options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender.

Unskilled worker [10] c

Semi-skilled worker [11] c

Skilled worker, journeyman [12] c

Foreman, Column Leader, Brigadier [13] c

Foreman/construction foreman [14] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 67116

Variables

p731956 Exact professional position partner – worker pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98)

67111 What kind of job is it exactly?
Condition: if (67101 = 3, 4)

67111 What kind of job was it exactly?
Please read out the options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender.

Simple job (e.g. salesperson) [20] c

Qualified job (e.g., clerk, engineering draftsman) [21] c

Highly qualified occupation or leading position, e.g. 
engineer, research assistant, department manager [22]

c

Occupation with extensive management tasks, e.g., 
director, managing director, member of the management 
board [23]

c

Industry master and foreman [24] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (67111 <> 23) goto 67116
if (67111 = 23 & h_S4PS38 = 1) goto 67118
if (67111 = 23 & h_S4PS38 = 2 & 67104 = 1) goto 67119
if (67111 = 23 & h_S4PS38 = 2 & 67104 <> 1) goto 67121

autoif (67111 = 23) 67116 = 1

Variables

p731957 Exact professional position partner – employee pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67112 In which civil service category is he there exactly?
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67112 In which civil service category is she there exactly?
Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 3, 4)) 

67112 In which civil service category was he there exactly?
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67112 In which civil service category was she there exactly?
Please read out the options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender.

Sub-clerical class (up to and including Oberamtsmeister 
[civil servant in the pay bracket A5]) [30]

c

Middle grade civil servant (from Assistant [civil servant in 
the pay bracket A5] up to and including Hauptsekretär 
[civil servant in the pay bracket A8] or Amtsinspektor [civil 
servant in the pay bracket A9] [31]

c

Executive class (from Inspektor [civil servant in the pay 
bracket A9] to Amtsrat [civil servant in the pay bracket 
A12] or Oberamtsrat [civil servant in the pay bracket A13] 
and elementary as well as basic and intermediate 
secondary school teachers) [32]

c

Administrative class, judge (from Regierungsrat [civil 
servant in the pay bracket A13] and higher, e.g. Studienrat 
[junior position held by school teachers upon career entry]) 
[33]

c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 67116

Variables

p731958 Exact professional position partner – civil service category pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67113 What is his rank as a regular or professional soldier?
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67113 What is her rank as a regular or professional soldier?
Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67113 What was his rank as a regular or professional soldier?
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67113 What was her rank as a regular or professional soldier?
Please read out the options. Please adapt the formulation of the answer categories to the gender.

Military team rank [40] c

non-commissioned officer (corporal, sergeant, sergeant 
major, staff sergeant) [41]

c

Officer (lieutenant, captain) [42] c

Staff officer (major and above) [43] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 67116

Variables

p731959 Exact professional position partner – regular soldier pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67114 In which sector is he self-employed: in a profession (e.g. as a doctor, lawyer or 
architect), in agriculture or in another sector (e.g. in trade, commerce, industry or the 
services sector)?

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67114 In which sector is she self-employed: in a profession (e.g. as a doctor, lawyer or 
architect), in agriculture or in another sector (e.g. in trade, commerce, industry or the 
services sector)?

Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67114 In which sector was he self-employed: in a profession (e.g. as a doctor, lawyer or 
architect), in agriculture or in another sector (e.g. in trade, commerce, industry or the 
services sector)?

Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67114 In which sector was she self-employed: in a profession (e.g. as a doctor, lawyer or 
architect), in agriculture or in another sector (e.g. in trade, commerce, industry or the 
services sector)?

Self-employed in an academic self-employed profession, 
e.g. doctor, lawyer, architect [51]

c

Self-employed in agriculture [52] c

Self-employed in trade, commerce, industry, services; 
other form of self-employment or other entrepreneurship 
[53]

c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 67115

Variables

p731960 Exact professional position partner – self-employed pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67115 How many employees does he have?
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67115 How many employees does she have?
Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67115 How many employees did he have?
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67115 How many employees did she have?
Read out the options only if necessary.

none [0] c

1 to less than 5 [1] c

5 to less than 10 [2] c

10 to less than 20 [3] c

20 to less than 50 [4] c

50 to less than 100 [5] c

100 to less than 200 [6] c

200 to less than 250 [7] c

250 to less than 500 [8] c

500 to less than 1,000 [9] c

1,000 to less than 2,000 [10] c

2,000 and more [11] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (h_S4PS38 = 1) goto 67118
if (h_S4PS38 = 2 & 67104 = 1) goto 67119
if (h_S4PS38 = 2 & 67104 <> 1) goto 67121

Variables

p731961_R Number of employees partner pParent

p731961_D Number of employees partner (categorized) pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67116 Does he work in a managerial position?
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 1, 2, -97, -98))

67116 Does she work in a managerial position?
Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67116 Did he work in a managerial position?
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & (67101 = 3, 4))

67116 Did she work in a managerial position?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (h_S4PS38 = 1) goto 67118
if (h_S4PS38 = 2 & 67104 = 1) goto 67119
if (h_S4PS38 = 2 & 67104 <> 1) goto 67121

Variables

p731962 Managerial position partner pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

67118 What would you say: Compared to your partner’s professional situation in their home 
country, is his situation much worse, worse, the same, better or much better?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

67118 What would you say: Compared to your partner’s professional situation in their home 
country, is her situation much worse, worse, the same, better or much better?

Worsened a lot [1] c

Worsened [2] c

Remained the same [3] c

Improved [4] c

Improved a lot [5] c

was not employed in country of origin [-20] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (67104 = 1) goto 67119
if (67104 <> 1) goto 67121

Variables

p404100 Comparison: current professional situation - situation partner in 
home country

pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

67119 Is your partner currently registered as unemployed?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

67119 Is your partner currently registered as unemployed?
In case of questions regarding being registered unemployed: "By being registered I would like to know whether 
he/she is registered unemployed at the Federal Agency for Employment."
yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 67120

Variables

p731964 Partner: Registered as unemployed pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & 67119 = 1)

67120 Since when has he been registered as unemployed? Please state the month and year.
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & 67119 = 1)

67120 Since when has she been registered as unemployed? Please state the month and year.
Condition: if (25004 <> 2 & 67119 <> 1)

67120 Since when has he been unemployed? Please state the month and year.
Condition: if (25004 = 2 & 67119 <> 1)

67120 Since when has she been unemployed? Please state the month and year.
If the respondent is unsure about the month: "Please tell me approximately which month that was."

|___|___|  

Range: 1 - 12

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  

goto 67121

Variables

p73195m Partner: Start unemployment (month) pParent

p73195y Partner: Start unemployment (year) pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

67121 Does your partner currently receive one of the following government benefits: 
Unemployment benefit II or social security under the Hartz IV program or social 
welfare?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

67121 Does your partner currently receive one of the following government benefits: 
Unemployment benefit II or social security under the Hartz IV program or social 
welfare?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 67122Z

Variables

p731965 Partner’s government benefits pParent

20_Module68_gen._S3_place of residence

68102 now some questions about your household. At first I would like to record your current 
place of residence. Please tell me the exact name of this place and/or the municipality!

[Town/municipality list] [9999999] c

Changing locations [-20] c

Ort not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (68102 = -96) goto 68103
if (68102 = -97, -98) goto 68104
if (68102 <> -96, -97, -98) goto 68105Z

Variables

p751001_g1 Place of Residence (RS West/East) pParent

p751001_g2R Place of Residence (RS Federal State) pParent

p751001_g3R Place of Residence (RS administrative district) pParent

p751001_g4R Place of Residence (RS county) pParent

21_Module27_gen._S3_situation in the household

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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27001 How many people are currently living together with you in one household – including 
yourself and the children?

|___|___|  Persons

Range: 2 - 40

goto 27002

Variables

p741001 Household size pParent

Condition: if (27001 <> -97, -98)

27002 How many of these <27001> people are under 14 years old?
Condition: if (27001 = -97, -98)

27002 How many people in your household are under the age of 14?
By this, we mean all the people living with you and managing the household with you.
Under the age of 14 means that the child has not yet celebrated their 14th birthday and has not, therefore, 
completed the 14th year of their life.

|___|___|  Persons

Range: 0 - 40

goto 27003Z

Variables

p742001 People under the age of 14 in the household pParent

22_Module20_gen._S5_household income

200001 now we would like to look at all income for your whole household: What is the current 
monthly household income from all the members of the household? Please give the 
net amount, after deduction of all taxes and social security contributions Please 
include regular payments such as pensions, rent allowance, children’s allowance, 
educational maintenance allowance, unemployment benefit and so on!

|___|___|___|___|___|___|  euro

Range: 0 - 999,999

if (200001 = -97, -98) goto 200002
if (200001 <> -97, -98) goto 200006Z

Variables

p510005 monthly household income, open pParent
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200002 It would help us a great deal if you could at least roughly allocate your response to one 
of the following categories. Is your net household income less than 2,000 euro, 2,000 
to less than 4,000 euro or more than 4,000 euro per month?

Less than 2,000 euro [1] c

2,000 to less than 4,000 euro [2] c

4,000 euro or more [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (200002 = 1) goto 200003
if (200002 = 2) goto 200004
if (200002 = 3) goto 200005
if (200002 = -97, -98) goto 200006Z

Variables

p510006 Monthly household income, split pParent

200003 Could you please now tell me whether it is less than 1,000 euro, 1,000 to less than 
1,500 euro or more than 1,500 euro per month?

Less than 1,000 euro [1] c

1,000 to less than 1,500 euro [2] c

1,500 to less than 2,000 euro [3] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 200006Z

Variables

p510007 Monthly household income, classes under 2,000 euro pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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200004 Could you please now tell me whether it is less than 2,500 euro, 2,500 to less than 
3,000 euro or more than 3,000 euro per month?

2,000 to less than 2,500 euro [4] c

2,500 to less than 3,000 euro [5] c

3,000 to less than 4,000 euro [6] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 200006Z

Variables

p510008 Monthly household income, classes between 2,000 and 4,000 
euro

pParent

200005 Could you please now tell me whether it is less than 5,000 euro, 5,000 to less than 
6,000 euro or more than 6,000 euro per month?

4,000 to less than 5,000 euro [7] c

5,000 to under 6,000 euro [8] c

6,000 euro or more [9] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 200006Z

Variables

p510009 Monthly household income, classes of more than 4,000 euro pParent

23_Module21_S4_S4_language use and proficiency
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36001 now let's talk about your family’s language. First we would like to ask about your 
language of origin. Which language did you learn as a child in your family?

Please select from the list! If there are more than two language of origins: “Please tell us the language of origin 
which you understand better.” The second language of origin will be covered in the subsequent questions.
[Language list] [-9999] c

Sprache not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (36001 = -96) goto 360021
if (36001 = -97, -98) goto 36003
if (36001 <> -96, -97, -98) goto 36002

Variables

p413000_g1R First/native language respondent (ISO 639.2) pParent

p413000_g2 First/native language respondent (categorized) pParent

36002 Did you learn another language as a child in your family?
[Language list] [-9999] c

no other language [-21] c

Sprache not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (36002 = -96) goto 360022
if (36002 <> -96) goto 36003

Variables

p413002_g1R Further first language/ language of origin respondent (ISO 639.2) pParent

p413002_g2 Further first/native language respondent (categorized) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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36005 [AUTO] Auto variable TP's competence with German
Respondent German-speaking (as a single language of origin or as one of two 
languages of origin)?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

goto 36006

autoif (36001 = 92, -97, -98 OR 36002 = 92) 36005 = 1
autoif (36001 <> 92, -97, -98 & 36002 <> 92) 36005 = 2

Variables

p41304x Interviewed parent German-speaking (auto variable) pParent

36006 [AUTO] Auto variable TP's bilinguality
Respondent bilingual (i.e. more than one language of origin)?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

if (36006 =1 & 36005 =  2) goto 36007
if (36006 = 1 & 36005 = 1) goto 36008
if (36006 = 2 & 36005 = 2) goto 36008
if (36006 = 2 & 36005 = 1 & (25001 = 1 OR 25002 = 1)) goto 36011
if (36006 = 2 & 36005 = 1 & 25001 <> 1 & 25002 <> 1) goto 36033Z

autoif (36002 <> -21, -97, -98) 36006 = 1
autoif (36002 = -21, -97, -98) 36006 = 2

Variables

p41305x Bilingualism interviewed parent (auto variable) pParent

36007 You said that you learned several languages as a child in your family. Which of the 
languages do you understand better?

Please select the language specified from a list. If there is no difference in terms of language competence or 
respondent says 'Don't know' or 'Refused' select the language that was mentioned first.
First language of origin interviewed parent [1] c

Second language of origin interviewed parent [2] c

goto 36008

Variables

p413030 Determine first / mother tongue - bilingual responding parent pParent
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36009 now we want to address your fluency of the German language. How well do you speak 
German?

Read out the options.

Very good [1] c

rather good [2] c

rather poor [3] c

Very poor [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 36010

Variables

p41330b Subjective language competence interviewed parent German – 
Speaking

pParent

36010 How well do you write in German?
Very good [1] c

rather good [2] c

rather poor [3] c

Very poor [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (25001 = 1 OR 25002 = 1) goto 36011
if (25001 <> 1 & 25002 <> 1) goto 36021

Variables

p41330d Subjective language competence interviewed parent German – 
Writing

pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2) 

36011 now I would like to find out a little about your partner’s language of origin. Which 
language did he learn as a child in his family?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

36011 now I would like to find out a little about your partner’s language of origin. Which 
language did she learn as a child in her family?

[Language list] [-9999] c

Sprache not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (36011 = -96) goto 360121
if (36011 =  -97,-98) goto 36013
if (36011 <> -96, -97, -98) goto 36012

Variables

p414000_g1R First/native language partner (ISO 639.2) pParent

p414000_g2 First/native language partner (categorized) pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2) 

36012 Did your partner learn another language as a child in his family? 
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

36012 Did your partner learn another language as a child in her family?
[Language list] [-9999] c

no other language [-21] c

Sprache not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (36012 = -96) goto 360122
if (36012 <> -96) goto 36013

Variables

p414002_g1R Further first language/ language of origin partner (ISO 639.2) pParent

p414002_g2 Further first/native language partner (categorized) pParent
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36015 [AUTO] Auto variable partner German-speaking (as a single mother tongue or as one 
of twomother tongues)

yes [1] c

no [2] c

goto 36016

autoif (36011 = 92, -97, -98 OR 36012 = 92) 36015 = 1
autoif (36011 <> 92, -97, -98 & 36012 <> 92) 36015 =  2

Variables

p41404x Ability to speak German new partner (auto variable) pParent

36016 [AUTO] Auto variable partner bilingual (i.e. more than one mother tongue)?
yes [1] c

no [2] c

if (36016 = 1 & 36015 = 2) goto  36017
if (36016 = 1 & 36015 = 1) goto 36018
if (36016 = 2 & 36015 = 2) goto 36018
if (36016 = 2 & 36015 = 1 & 36006 = 2 & 36005 = 1) goto 36033Z
if (36016 = 2 & 36015 = 1 & (36006 = 1 OR 36005 = 2)) goto 36021 

autoif (36012 <> -21, -97, -98) 36016 = 1
autoif (36012 = -21, -97, -98) 36016 = 2

Variables

p41405x Bilingualism partner (auto variable) pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

36017 You said that your partner learned several languages as a child in his family. Which of 
the languages does he understand better?

Condition: if (25004 = 2)

36017 You said that your partner learned several languages as a child in her family. Which of 
the languages does she understand better?

Please select the language specified from a list. If there is no difference in terms of language competence or 
respondent says 'Don't know' or 'Refused' select the language that was mentioned first.
First language of origin partner [1] c

Second language of origin partner [2] c

goto 36018

Variables

p414030 Determine first / mother tongue - bilingual partner pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if 25004 <> 2

36019 now, we'd like to know how competent your partner is with the German language. How 
good is his spoken German?

Condition: if 25004 = 2

36019 now, we'd like to know how competent your partner is with the German language. 
How good is her spoken German?

Very good [1] c

rather good [2] c

rather poor [3] c

Very poor [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 36020

Variables

p41430b Subjective language competence partner German – Speaking pParent

Condition: if 25004 <> 2

36020 How well does your partner write in German?
Condition: if 25004 = 2

36020 How well does your partner write in German?
Very good [1] c

rather good [2] c

rather poor [3] c

Very poor [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 36021

Variables

p41430d Subjective language competence partner German – Writing pParent
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36021 now I'd like to know which language you currently speak together in your family. 
Which language do you speak at home?

Only German [1] c

Mostly German, but sometimes also another language [2] c

Mostly another language, but sometimes also German [3] c

Only another language [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (36021 = 2,3,4) goto 36022
if (36021 = 1, -97, -98) goto 36033Z

Variables

p412000 Interaction language household pParent

36022 What other language is that?
If several non-German languages are spoken: Please tell me the language in which you speak in the family the 
most.
[Language list] [-9999] c

Sprache not in list
  [-96] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 36023

Variables

p412001_g1R Interaction language household, detailed (ISO 639.2) pParent

p412001_g2 Language use in household, detailed (categorized) pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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36023 Which language do you speak with <Target child's name>?
Only German [1] c

Mostly German, but sometimes also another language [2] c

Mostly another language, but sometimes also German [3] c

Only another language [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 36024

Variables

p412070 Interaction language interviewed parent - child pParent

36024 Which language do you speak with your friends?
Only German [1] c

Mostly German, but sometimes also another language [2] c

Mostly another language, but sometimes also German [3] c

Only another language [4] c

no friends [-6] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (25001 = 1 OR 25002 = 1) goto 36025
if (25001 <> 1 & 25002 <> 1 & 030001 > 0) goto 36028
if (25001 <> 1 & 25002 <> 1 & (030001 = -98, -97, 0)) goto 36033Z

Variables

p412100 Interaction language interviewed parent - friends pParent
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

36025 Which language do you speak with your partner?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

36025 Which language do you speak with your partner?
Only German [1] c

Mostly German, but sometimes also another language [2] c

Mostly another language, but sometimes also German [3] c

Only another language [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 36026

Variables

p412090 Interaction language interviewed parent - partner pParent

Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

36026 Which language does your partner speak with <Target child's name>?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

36026 Which language does your partner speak with <Target child's name>?
Only German [1] c

Mostly German, but sometimes also another language [2] c

Mostly another language, but sometimes also German [3] c

Only another language [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 36027

Variables

p412080 Interaction language partner - child pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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Condition: if (25004 <> 2)

36027 Which language does your partner speak with his friends?
Condition: if (25004 = 2)

36027 Which language does your partner speak with his friends?
Only German [1] c

Mostly German, but sometimes also another language [2] c

Mostly another language, but sometimes also German [3] c

Only another language [4] c

no friends [-6] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (030001 > 0) goto 36028
if (030001 = -98, -97, 0) goto 36033Z

Variables

p412110 Interaction language partner - friends pParent

Condition: if (02100 <> 2 & 030001 = 1)

36028 Which language does <Target child's name>'s sibling speak with him?
Condition: if (02100 = 2 & 030001 = 1)

36028 Which language does <Target child's name>'s sibling speak with her?
Condition: if (02100 <> 2 & 030001 > 1)

36028 Which language do <Target child's name>'s sibling speak with him? 
Condition: if (02100 = 2 & 30001 > 1)

36028 Which language do <Target child's name>'s sibling speak with her?
Only German [1] c

Mostly German, but sometimes also another language [2] c

Mostly another language, but sometimes also German [3] c

Only another language [4] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (030001 > 1) goto 36029
if (030001 < 2) goto 36033Z

Variables

p412120 Interaction language siblings - child pParent
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36029 Which language do <Target child's name>'s siblings speak with each other?
Only German [1] c

Mostly German, but sometimes also another language [2] c

Mostly another language, but sometimes also German [3] c

Only another language [4] c

goto 36033Z

Variables

p412130 Interaction language siblings among each other pParent

24_Module08_S2_E1S2_HLE_joint activities

080101 I'd now like to find out about situations !!in the last week!! where you or someone else 
in your home had the time to exclusively interact with <Target child's name>. I'm now 
going to mention a few situations and would like you to assess how often you or 
someone else in your home did those things together with <Target child's name> in the 
last week. You can choose between the following responses: several times per day, 
once per day, several times per week, once per week or not at all. Looked at picture 
books together.

Several times a day [1] c

Once a day [2] c

Several times a week [3] c

Once a week [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 080102

Variables

p281301 Joint activities  –  picture books pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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080102 Playing together with an object which <Target child's name> can pull, push or 
purposefully grab and hold onto, e.g. a teething ring, a rattle, an activities arch / baby 
gym, a ball or a spoon

Several times a day [1] c

Once a day [2] c

Several times a week [3] c

Once a week [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 080103

Variables

p281302 Joint activities – grabbing pParent

080103 Played together in or even with water, e.g. in the bathtub or splashing at the 
washbasin.

Several times a day [1] c

Once a day [2] c

Several times a week [3] c

Once a week [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 080104

Variables

p281303 Joint activities – playing with water pParent
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080104 Playing together with dolls, stuffed animals, animal figurines or similar items.
Several times a day [1] c

Once a day [2] c

Several times a week [3] c

Once a week [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 080105

Variables

p281304 Joint activities – playing with dolls and animals pParent

080105 Playing together with building blocks or other things for inserting, stacking or building.
Several times a day [1] c

Once a day [2] c

Several times a week [3] c

Once a week [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 080106

Variables

p281305 Joint activities – building pParent

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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080106 Playing together with an item that makes noise e.g. a rattle, a squeaky toy or a bunch 
of keys.

Several times a day [1] c

Once a day [2] c

Several times a week [3] c

Once a week [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 080107

Variables

p281306 Joint activities – noises pParent

080107 Interacting with <Target child's name> without using any objects or toys, e.g. singing, 
telling or showing something.

Several times a day [1] c

Once a day [2] c

Several times a week [3] c

Once a week [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 080108

Variables

p281307 Joint activities  –  singing to, narrating, showing pParent
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080108 Romping, cuddling or simply fooling around with <Target child's name>.
Several times a day [1] c

Once a day [2] c

Several times a week [3] c

Once a week [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 080109

Variables

p281308 Joint activities – romping, cuddling, fooling around pParent

080109 Gone out together to enjoy the fresh air.
Several times a day [1] c

Once a day [2] c

Several times a week [3] c

Once a week [4] c

not at all [5] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 080204Z

Variables

p281309 Joint activities – air pParent

25_Module34_gen._infas_final questions

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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34004 We now have one last request. For our study, it is important that we conduct an 
interview on the same topic with all respondents in the years that follow. We would 
have to store your address so that we can contact you again. The German Data 
Protection Act requires that you give your agreement. Your address will be collected – 
separately from the questionnaire – for the exclusive purpose of this further survey. 
Naturally, all the legal data protection provisions will be complied with. We request that 
you continue to give this important study your invaluable support. If you would do so, 
we would like extend our sincere thanks to you today. Your participation is naturally 
voluntary. You can withdraw your agreement at any time without the need to give any 
reasons by contacting the infas contact person. Do you agree to us invariably storing 
your address for this purpose?

yes [1] c

no [2] c

Refused
 [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (34004 = 1) goto 34004a
if (34004 = 2, -98, -97) goto 34010

Variables

px80400 Willingness: panel participation Methods

26_Module35_gen._E1_interviewer questions

35005 Did you complete the interview in one piece from the start or did you start recording 
and continue an interrupted interview again? The time you spent performing the 
games with the child is not regarded as an interruption to the interview.

Completed in one piece [1] c

Started recording and continued an interrupted interview 
[2]

c

goto 35001

Variables

px80205 Interview: interview interrupted Methods
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35001 Were there any disturbances (e.g. due to third parties), problems or peculiarities while 
the !!interview!! was being performed?

E.g. - Comprehension problems, memory problems and problems regarding the reliability of the respondent's 
information - interruptions or distractions by other people - child had to be changed, fed or calmed down
yes [1] c

no [2] c

if (35001 = 1) goto 35002
if (35001 = 2) goto 35003

Variables

px80320 Interviewer questions: disturbances, problems Methods

35003 How would you assess the child's level of tiredness?
not tired at all [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

6 [6] c

7 [7] c

8 [8] c

9 [9] c

Very tired [10] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 35004

Variables

px80321 Interviewer questions: Subject tired Methods

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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35004 And how tired are you after the interview?
not tired at all [1] c

2 [2] c

3 [3] c

4 [4] c

5 [5] c

6 [6] c

7 [7] c

8 [8] c

9 [9] c

Very tired [10] c

goto 35012

Variables

px80322 Interviewer questions: interviewer tired after interview Methods

35012 How reliable do you think the respondent's information was?
Generally reliable [1] c

Generally less reliable [2] c

Less reliable with some questions [3] c

Don't know [-98] c

if (290102 = -21) goto 35019
if (290102 = 1 & (290001 = 1 OR 310001 = 1)) goto 35013a
if (290102 = 1 & (290001 <> 1 & 310001 <> 1)) goto 35015Z

Variables

px80323 Interviewer questions: reliability of respondent's information Methods
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35019 [MR] Why could the games not be performed?
not specified 

[0] Specified [1]

1: Child should not be filmed c c

2: Parents do not want to be filmed c c

3: Concerns about data protection 
and/or anonymity

c c

4: Parents unwell c c

5: Child unwell c c

6: Child should not take part in any of 
the games

c c

7: Child should not sit in front of a 
laptop

c c

8: Lack of and/or unsuitable table c c

9: Other reasons c c

if (k_spiel_i = 1) goto 35020
if (k_spiel_i <> 1) goto 35015Z

Variables

px04019 no implementation of direct measure: do not film the target child MethodsDirectMeasures

px04020 no implementation of direct measure: do not film the parents MethodsDirectMeasures

px04021 no implementation of direct measure: data protection MethodsDirectMeasures

px04022 no implementation of direct measure: parents indisposed MethodsDirectMeasures

px04023 no implementation of direct measure: child indisposed MethodsDirectMeasures

px04024 no implementation of direct measure: child should not play MethodsDirectMeasures

px04025 no implementation of direct measure: child not in front of laptop MethodsDirectMeasures

px04026 no implementation of direct measure: no table MethodsDirectMeasures

px04027 no implementation of direct measure: other reason MethodsDirectMeasures

35020 For which other reasons could the games not be performed?

!

goto 35015Z

Variables

px04028_O no game played : other reasons MethodsDirectMeasures

2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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35013a How willing was the child to play the game "Looking at pictures"?
Good at first, worsening later [1] c

Bad at first, improving later [2] c

Good throughout [3] c

Bad throughout [4] c

Game was not played [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 35013b

Variables

px8032a Interviewer questions: willingness to cooperate child at game 1 Methods

35013b How willing was the child to play the game "Playing with mother / the respondent"?
Good at first, worsening later [1] c

Bad at first, improving later [2] c

Good throughout [3] c

Bad throughout [4] c

Game was not played [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto 35013c

Variables

px8032b Interviewer questions: willingness to cooperate child at game 2 Methods

35013c How willing was the child to play the game "Playing with interviewer"?
Good at first, worsening later [1] c

Bad at first, improving later [2] c

Good throughout [3] c

Bad throughout [4] c

Game was not played [-97] c

Don't know [-98] c

goto  35015Z

Variables

px8032c Interviewer questions: willingness to cooperate child at game 3 Methods
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2 Parents: CAPI (138)
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